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THE RELATIONSHTV Temv.i.:N THE Assrczmw OP

EDUCATIONAL PRIOPITTWI AHD THEIR PRACTICE

The educational priorities of key decision makers eoesisling of school
administrators, teachers and community members were invesLigated to determine:

(a) the types of educational objectives preferred by each group;
(b) the agreements within and among the three groups of decision makers

in school districts of varying economic levels;
(c) the relationship between the priorities as lssigned in a 0-sort and

and as practiced in the classroom.

One hundred behavioral objectives representing the following five cate-
gories were put into a Q-sort: low-cognitive, high-cognitive, tool-skill,
affective-personal and affective-interactlye. The 0-sort was administered to
ninety decision makers comprised of five administrators, rive teachers, five
community members in each of six school distriets selected by stratified random
sampling from three economic levels. Each of the thirty teachers in the total
sample was then observed to determine the degree to which he/she practiced in
the classroom each of the five categories represented in the 11-sort.

Each of the ninety person's 0-sorts was subjected to an analysis of vari-
ance. Comparisons were made within and among groups of decision makers for
different types of districts. Also, teachers' Q-sort preferences were corre-
lated with their classroom practices.

Two main findings emerged.

(a) The ninety decision makers generally assign high priority to high-
cognitive and affective-personal categories regardless of the group
or district to which they belong.

(b) Teachers' classroom practices generally do not reflect the categories
of high preference. Instead they reflect a heavy emphasis on tool-
skill objectives.

The incongruence between the preferences and praetices is attributed in
part to the paucity of curricular materials designed to achieve high-cognitive
and affective objectives. It is surmized that teachers lack the preparation
they need to put into practice the objectives they and other decision makers
prefer.

vi



IUTRODUCT1011

The general problem that ww Investigated in this study was: vould
theorized categories of behaviorally stated educational objectives be
assigned priority by educational decision-makers in school districts
and, if so, what relationships might exist between these priorities and
classroom practice? In this study, educational decision-r; al:ors were
operationally defined as (a) being common branch classroom teachers who
were currently teaching the highest grade level within individual school
district's elementary school program; (b) elementary school principals, and
(c) community leaders as defined by school district's assistant superinten-
dents of instruction. These groups'eompriscd the three district groups
of educational decision-makers for the purpose of this study. The
following are the specific problems which were derived from the general
problem.

1. Do most educational decision-makers have priorities con-
cerning different categories of educational objectives which
may be reflected in their assignment of priority to the spe-
cific educational objectives? In other words, when an indi-
vidual educator is asked to sort educational objectives in
terms of priority, will certain categories receive higher pri-
ority or will the sort be random?

2. Do the three groups of educational decision-makers, namely
the administrators, teachers, and community members within
a given school district agree in the priorities they assign
to the educational objectives?

3. Is there a relationship between the type of school district
and the category of educational objectives which receives
high priority? For example, do the priorities of districts
with predominantly "disadvantaged" groups differ from the
priorities of districts with predominantly "affluent" groups?

4. Is there a relationship between the type of school district
and the amount of agreement among the three groups within
the district? For example, do administrators, teachers and
community representatives show more agreement in the affluent
district than they do in a "disadvantaged" dist'ict?

5. Is there a correspondence between the degree of priority as-
signed to a category and the extent to which behaviors in
that category is observable in the classroom':

6. Is there a relationship between the amount of agreement with-
in a school district and the degree of correlation between
assigned priorities and behaviors observable in the classroom?
'For example, if teachers and administrators in a district show
high agreement in the way they assign priorities, will these
priorities be reflected in classroom practice more often than
if the two groups do not agree in the way they assign priori-
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ties? Furthermore, if a lack of at;reement is found :.07::)n:; the

three groups, will the priori tie!; or Leachum be tip.
correlated with the behaviors observable in the classes?

In order to study the problems , two mJtIsurec. had to be developed.
The Q-technique was chosen to study the priorities of individuals and a
6ansroom observation instrument was constructed to study 'thy'' degree to
which teacher practices ia the classroom corresponded to their priorities
measured hy the Q-technique. The Q-sort consisted of behavioral object-
ives systematically representing several domains and applicable to all
content areas. The observation instrument dealt with the stshe domains
represented in the Q-sort.

The theoretical framework of the domains to be included in the
measures was derived, initially, from Bloom and Krothwohl's taxonomies,
(1950), (19611). HOwever, the tvo volunes of The Taxonerg of Educationhl
Objectives did not contain enough operationally defined objectives. An

attempt to define objectives operationally by Kaya (1961) resulted in
five categories, rather than two and yielded a number of specified be-
haviors in each category. These categories were:

- -Low-cognitive category. 'This category is concerned with the recall,
recognition and retention of facts, theories, concepts and principles.

- -High-cognitive category. This category is concerned with the intel-
lectual manipulation and application of information.

- -Tool-skill category. This area is concerned with behaviors which
have become routinized and habitual through training,

--Affective-personal category. This area is concerned with affective
behaviors having to do with the individual and his own persona'
developement.

- -Affective-interactive category. This area is concerned with the
child's interaction with others as well as his environment.

Subsequent research conducted by Kaya (1961), (1967), (1969), with
behavioral objectives at the elementary school level included, the content
analysis of published text series, state guides, classroom observations
of teachers and pupils, and a field experiment dealing with a further
breakdown of the cognitive domain. Mhis research resulted in seven hun-
dred behaviorpl objectives which represented the five categories given
above. Moog (1969) selected twenty objectives in each category to make
up the 100-item Q-sort to be used in this study. Some preliminary re-
search was conducted to establish the validity of the instrument prior
to the conduct of this study. (For a complete listing of the 100 items
in the Q-sort, see Appendht A).

HYPOTHESES

A review of the literature yielded no studies similar to the one
reported here.- Therefore, there appeared to be no rationale to support

-2-



any substantive and directionva hynotheses th:Lt could be fon.ulated. On
the basis of past experiPnce it seeq,,,d reason-ible Lo expt:t, th.:t the t.t.ch-
ers, princil;als and comnunity member.; constitutinr the vnrple im the :.tudy
would have discernible priorities aong the entegorios ri!resentcd in the
Q-sort. Furthermore, based on a study conducted by Brown (19(0) then,
seemed to be little reason to expect a correlation between priorities
assigned to categories and practice in the classroem. But, no spcific
hypotheses were formulated. Tile objective of the study WU3 to find
cific answers to the problems posed in the previous section.



PliOCE1T

Samnli.ng

S,;_l!ool_lastric.ts) :Six public Sehoal districts were selected by 'a
stratified,rand-m sampling technique from a totn1 of ninety-Lwe central-
ized public school districts in the Nassau-Surolk Cc -linty region:: of
Now York State. Each district was identified in code as being economi-
cally "high", "medium" or "low".

The data used to tri-partition the school districts wes furnished by
the How York State Educational Data System's Chief, Joseph Forte.
Table 1/55 of the Annual Educuition Summary Pinetwen

entitles:, "Neal Property Valuation and Tax Levy by.Chunty. and District
of 3967-68" was used. It was suggested by the bureau that the best
single indicator of economic level of a school district vas the total
assessed valuation Of a district divided by the number of student:, within
the district. This procedure was followed and cut-offs for "high","mt,dium"
and "low" were established by inspection. "High" districts were those
with average assessed valuation per student in excess of $18,000.00.
"Medium" districts were those with an average assessed valuation per student-
of more than $5,000.00 and less than $7,000.00. "Low" districts were those
with an average of less then $4,000.00 average assessed valuation per
student. Tha final population included ten "high" districts, fifteen
"medium" districts and nineteen "low" districts. Table 1 shows the rank
order.-f average assessed valuation Per student per school district and those
dis4A,A.1 designated "high", "medium" and "low".

'imx this stratified sample, two school districts from each level
..were v,Adomay sampled-4. The result was a sample of school districts

consisting of two randomly "high" districts, two randomly sampled "medium"
districts and two randomly sampled "low" districts for a total of six
school districts.

Administrators

Each assistant superintendent of each participating school district
selected five elementary school principals for inclusion in the study.
Fortunately, in all but one of the six school districts, there were pre-
cisely five elementary school principals. In the case of the sixth school
district, five of the nine principals within the district were chosen at
random.

Teachers

Elementary school principals within each participating school
district were asked to select a teacher or teachers to be included
within the teacher sample. The selection process was made within the prin-
'cipal's cwn school. Principals were instructed to select teachers with the

Robert K. Young and Donald J. Veldman, Introductory Statistics for the
Behavioral Sciencee, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., New York, 1965,
p. 426.

10
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folloinc eritoiu in mind:

--Only select those teacher.> that are pre!.;estly taehinc,
the hichent Trade level within your

--Only select teachers tl ul. you consider to be "pond" in
the sense that they repre::ent what you mmsider the
diotrict's instructional coals.

The choice to select. only "cood" teachers wan made for t,:e reason z.
First, in order to. reduce the variability of teacher qur:aity as oyol-
atic error. Second, in order to most efficaciously solicit the participa-
tion on the part of sample school districts.

-5--
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Table 1.

School District

Rank

Averapa Acsesced Valuation per Studcnt of flassflu-Suffolk
Centralized school Districts in Dollars with "Hi611", "Iledine
and " Low" Designated.

Average Assess:1d School District Average Acsensed
Valnation/Stud%tnt Rank Vsimtion/r,tsdnt

1 59088 117 72110

2 52160 118 71116
3 111562 149 6889
11 36272 50 6571
5 -.. 29949 51 6558
6 27)012 52 6554
7 221113 53 6352
8 18876 54 6141

9 18262 55 5881
10 18205 56 5558
11 17640 57 5526
12 17229 58 51109
13 17140 59 5332
111 16891 Go 5327
15 16120 61 5226
16 16096 62 5120
17 14967 63 5079
18 14847 64 1,939

19 14691 65 4775
20 14635 66 4679
21 14438 67 467o
22 13797 68 4665
23 13259 69 4642
211 12281 70 4562
25 12270 71 4494

26 12173 72 4124
27 11985 73 4037
28 11594 74 3960
29 111136 75 3671
30 11386 76 3670
31 11354 77 3669
32 10872 78 3599
33 107119 79 3595
34 10721 80 3568
35 1o446 81 3501
36 1056 .82 311514

37 9285 83 331i9

38 9204 84 32142
39 9121 85 3214
ho 8518 86 3213.
hi 843o 87 3116
112b 8343 88 3010
113 7821 89 2939
44 '7651 90 2726
45 71162 91 2599
46 7400 92 2166

Ranks 1-10 "high"
49-63 "medium" -6- 12
v1_92 ',low,



Eaeh school district saected five Leachers tr) be includ within
the sample. Whenc-Jor possible, given that the schr,o1 bfld a
minimum of five e3c:r.enLary schools, one teacher per school or
principal %ins selected.

The result of this sampling techniv.c: was a selected serve .c of
thirty Leachers from a stratilied randon sample of six school districts.

Community Vemers

Each assistant superintendent chose five members of his community
for inclusion in the study. All assistant superintendents chose district
Parent Teacher Association (PTA) presidents or local school board members.
They seemed to feel that no representative sample of the community was
possible and that the P.T.A. presidents and the school board members
probably constituted the most representative small group.ofHinterested"
community members.

The final sample for the study is shown below. This table indicates
the type and number of School districts and the groups included in the
study.

Table 2 803111).1.e

High(2) edium (2) Low (2) TotalEconomic Index of School Districts

Number of Teachers from Two 10 10 10 30
Districts in Each Economic
Level

Number of Administrators
from two Districts in Each
Economic Level 10 10 10 30

r
t. Number of Community Members

from Two Districts in Each
Economic Level 10 10 10 30

Total

30 30 30 90

Measuring Techniques

The Q-technique was used to assess the priorities individuals
assigned to different categories of behaviorally stated educational
objectives. In addition to this technique, classroom observations
of the teachers were conducted to determine the frequency with which
the categories of behaviors, were observable in the classroom.

The Q, Technique

The Q-teehnique is based upon a forced choice method which lends
itself to statistical analysis of data to determine intra-individual

-7-
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variance. Briefly, it asks a rubj!::cL to sort a. sp...eifled .na:.:.bt:.a of

item in a preacribed ruolner, usually a nuasi-norl distrfnution
alonv a. value diLlension. In this study, individual:. asked Lo

sort. one hundred items into eleven piles. There pilQ3
those iLems they nerceived as being the 11,0:4t objet 1.'..._

of clehantary 'ins auction to those items Lhc!y perceived. as beini; Lhe

least sic,nificant objectives of elementary instractian. T',!enLy items
from each of the five categories were'preselected or a total of one
hundred item.

0-Sort's RalinbiliV

In order to establish the repeat reliability of the one-hun-
dred item Q-sort which was conaLructed for this sLudy, six teachers
and professors were u(bninistered the Q-sort twice with a.tihe inter-
val of three weeks between the two adminintrations. The obtained
repeat-reliability coefficients ranged from .82 to .91.

Q-SorL's Validity

After the five categories of behaviorally stated educational
objectives were theorized, items were sought which reflected each
of those categories. The final 100 items in the Q-sort were selected
from a pool of over 700 behaviorally stated objectives which were
gathered from the following: a) curricular materiels, b) classroom
observations, c) literature, d.) state and local curricular guides
and e) interviews with teachers (Woog, 1969). The selection of
items was made to represent a possible universe of items which might
exhaust the five categories.

The items were written as what Eisner (1969) describes as "ex-
pressive" objectives: "An expressive objective des,tibes an education-
al encounter; it identifies a situation in which children are to
work, a problem with which they are to cope, a task they are to en-
gage in..." 1

In Jenkins and Deno (1970) "Model of Instructional Objectives",
the items in the Q-sort are. characterized as "Level C". This level
of behaviorally stated objectives includes verbs such as: classifies,
defines, produces examples and predicts.

When initial construction of the Q-sort was completed, three
professional educators, all of whom were 'familiar with the five
categories, were asked to judge the relavance of each specific item
to each of the five categories. Only items which received 1005 agree-
ment were included in the final sort.

The following investigations of construct validity were con-
ducted after the sort was Constructed in order to obtain further

1 E. Eisner, "Instructional and Expressive Educational. Objectives:
Their Formulation and Use in Curriculum," Al RA 1,1onepram Series on

Curriculum Evaluation: Volume 3,Instuctional Objectives, Rand, Mc-
Nally, Chicago, Illinois, 1969, p.15.

-8-
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evidence of validity:
A group of e,-.:enty .:aster'!. ! level students in edoc:,1,ftn wr(' ft

ministered an irwtrment which cc:ritaind ,.!lt 100 are fQiind

the CZ-soft. c-ilv wc!re osked to catec.orize'each riven in five
catcgoriez. Only thcc,e students preficientl in the of bchoNiocally
stated obj:?ctives were included in the study.

The dnla were analyzed by computin per itom the pc-reen of stu-
dents who categorized that itn as beinf; f:n the s:.:= eatesry fer which
the ite;ft was constructed. Fro.': this analy:;is a medin .pereent rer
category o'er the twenty students was compocd. riThia '22ercet per-
ceived as the percent of explai variance per mic::.ery aq the squo.re
root of that percent as a "construct validity coefCicient".

Table 3 presents the median of agreement, the rani:e of LLgreement
among items and the validity coefficient per category:

Table 3

Median Percent of Agreement, Range of AL;eement Among items and
Validity Coefficient Per Category.

Low High Tool Affective Affective
Cognitive Cop-nitive Skill Persona3 Interactive

Median Percent
of Agreement 75 95 85 85 80

Range of Agree-
ment Among Items 10-100 75-100 20-100 20-100 20-100

Validity Co-
efficient .87 .97 .92 .92 .89

In a second study, the one-hundred items of the a- sort were factor
analyzed over 101 respondents. These respondents included: 1) twenty
secondary teachers, 2) fifty elerientary teachers, 3) fifteen community
'members and h) sixteen school administrators. The results of the factor
analyses indicated three strong factors which seemed to represent the
categories of Affective, High-Cognitive and a combined factor of Low-
Cognitive Tool Skill, (Kaya and Woog, 1971).

1
"Proficient" was operationally defined as receiving a score of equal

to or greater than sixteen correct responses out of a possible twenty-
three items in a test of mastery of application of behavioral objectives.
The test .had been administered two weeks previous to the instrument ask-
ing the students to respond to the 100 items.

2
Lee J. Cronbach and Paul E. Meehl, "Construct Validity in Psychological

Tests", Psychological Bulletin, Volume 52, No.4, July, 1955, P. 289.

-9-
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D-.1rin3 the 1969-1970 neademe dir:,!',or of

Elementary .rdue.ion Pr:yr.:ram at Hefet.ra UnfyersiLy,
Moru.:.nstern rcluesd th::1. the he ::.6m;.riscd t!.,:cnts

t rm r )-
7:i11

he progn . a p October,17() iicst Y!0
it va hypoth,::slsed that as a rc-stUt of the :;env's
would become more "affectIvc-pon)cn7-:.1" oriente os m.%sur-6. 1.y ,1:e

sort. This expermental pro;:rav:L ine.ud-ni such nei's,itis
Ielations :3emi21a2' s" weekly during th:: pr. ram. As o re.7,u3.t this
exporience, the program director that the ov,,:r1,11 1.A.:20n

in the category of "affective-he: soz.al" would be
at the .05 level for the students et the end of the year as c%imared
to the begAnning.

The means of fourteen students for the category of flarcef..L,e-
personal" were analyzed using a correlated t analysis. The 2*es:tits
demonstrated, at p less than .05, that there had bc,,n1 a sitznificant
positive shift among the students toward the catet;ory of Hafi-etive-
personal". Overall, only two of the fo..iteen stud:..nts means hid de-
creased in the "affective-personal" categury between October, 1969
and May, 19(0 Noce and Maltin, 1970) .

Classroom Observation Techninue

The classroom observation instrtuaent2 was developed to F.ystem-
atically observe wild record the frequency of teacher's utterances
into one of the five categories of educational objectives. Clas-
room observers recorded each teacher's discrete verbal 'utterances
and inferred from each utterance which category of pupil beh%-qoral
objective :flight bp achieved. Each audible teacheir's utternnceJ was
transcribed by egch observer and then categorized4. Those utterances
which did not "fit" into one of the categories were identied as being
"miscellaneous" and were not transcribed. Selected clxamples of teach-
er utterances per category, and an explication of the "miscellaneous"
category is as follows:

Low Cognitive Category.

"Do you remember what lines of force are?"
Where are the glacial lakes?"
"Did you ever hear the word before?"
"Who was Harrigan?"

1
Anne Morgenstern,"Highlights of A Pilot Master of Science Program,"
Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York, 1969, p. 2.

2
The Observation Instrument appears : as Appendix B

3
Edward M. Hanley, "Review of Research Involving Applied Behavior in
the Classroom," Review of Educational Research, Volume 14O,No.5,December,
1970, p: 603.

4
Kenneth Murray, "The Systematic Observation Movement," Journal of Re-
search and Development in Education, Volume 4, No.1, Fall, 1970,P.3.

-10-



"Why mirliL nertnere anleele heee Ft

"nC.17 Ci!) yoe.

h1111ttt

Tool. S1:-..11 Cate eev

?"

"'inc] the pae:e nnea)er vhere you Voped. the ae-wer."
"Leek up tiu ne e.e in g o1

''jetty" "

"What is the cum of fete, and three ?''

"Fill in the 'Lei. graeh."

AffecLive-Pereenal Cate; ery

"Do it, if you want."
"Anyone went to and something else?"
"Berced it, unless it is Loring."

always emebcdy elects fault."

Affecteive-Inter%ctive Catee'ory

"Sam, would you take care of Andy?"
"Borrow from the next kid and wore togeLher."
"Snare your wi.res."

"Bee :11)::ut we-eking together?"

Miscellaneous Cteteory..

All utterances that could not be identified as leading to any
specific behavior on the part of the pupils and which thus could
not be placed in a category of pupil objectives, were classUied
as miscellaneous. There were several types of miscellancoue
utterances. '25lete, together with some examples, are given below:

Pure informetionall consists of a teacher's sudden "secret-
ing in" on the children's activities with an order, statenent,
or ouestion in such a manner as to indicate that her own in-
tent or desire was the only determinant of her timing and
point of entry. That is, she evidences no sign (pausing,
looking around) of looking for, or of being sensitive to the
group's readiness to receive her message. It has a clear
element of suddenness as well as an absence of any observable

1 Jacob S. Kounin, "Observing and Delineating Techniques of Managing
Behavior in Classrooms," Journal of Reserch and Develonment in Edu-
cation, Volume 4,No.1, Fall, 1970. P. 70.

-U-



sin of cm::.ronesc or seniLivity to tn..!

a etate of reaclines.

"Lunch will 1,_! late todny."

"Don't fortt to 'write your rJLm,:; on t!le top."

IThetor,:eal sttemente - the teacher CeL.cs not r,7,71c or v".h a re-
sponse from th,3 lk:re the twlch,_!f beh:::vc-F; as if. le eni:-

inform:Aion or aLehovior frem the pupil's, but react it
self either by anewerinL; her own quet.ions or ii.r.noring it compiely.
Exs=ples would be:

"What LiMe i3 it?" (as she looks at ow.. wv.tch).
"Was this work done? Yes, it was, I sec."

Chatter1 - these statements a:Tear .Then a to he6ns to say :-.ome-
thinc and then-leaves it hr2nr;ins in the air by mint::: off to some other
topic of conversation. Followln such a sta:,oment, the teacher re-
sumes the activity. An example would be:

"Why don't wc...?"

Busy talk - these statements appear to convey no information, nor do
they require any specific behavior on the part of the students. The
only purpose they seem to serve is to let those present know that the
teacher is present and awake. Examples mould be:

"Uh -huh."

"Is that so?"

Transitional statements - a transition entails terminating one activity
and starting another. Examples would be:

"PUt away math books."
"Take out your lunch and put it on your desk."

Classroom Observation Instrument's Reliabilitv.

Two observers, trained in the category system, conducted two
thirty-minute observations in the classroom of thirty teachers.
Both observers sat at the rear of the classroom at opposite sides.
The beginning and ending of the observation was synchronized by the
use of hand signals.

1

li

Jacob S. Kounin, "Observing and Delineating Techniques of Menac-
ing Behavior in Classrooms," Journal of Research and Development
in Education, Volume Ii, No. 1, Fall, 1970, p. 70.
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To olct.,:11) :!isures of two

a) the 3.)=.-.; of a;,,rnt br.:twe.:n
Of utte'!.a,s, and b) t.1:e corrion of b%:twin
catet7:1..:.on of ult.err.nc:s.

1;ach observcr reaordF:d

At the concluien of the obs,2:rvaticn 1.1ried the f3'nqu.1.-11 1:or ie:Lerer

comput6d. The ))'..r .':1t of ;..rrenment Lechniue co:::nd.n.-.(1 the te'l

number of those recorded and out.,;:cd uttraes t-,nt were found en
both ob:i.:rvntion schedules to the observer who hnd receil the urv_at,sn,l,
frcquency of utterances. This rcitio ferit7ed the 1,ercerit al.!rocmehL. This

1%ant tht::t both those utterances which only one aserve .enordA v.nd thes,2

statem:mts which both observe:L.:1 recorded, but cater,oina diffe::ontly,
duced the percent of at:I-cement-

This technique was used in five classrooms durinr: a try6ut of the
classroom observation instrument- The resultont perconta of ect,piont
were: 80; 33; 84; 86; and 96.

,'.'or the same tryout observations a coeffiaicnt of relicbility
using a Pearson produet correlaj:ion technique was also done. For each

teacher the frequency of categorized statements per cat: :)1y were co-
related between observers. The resultant coefficients 1,1: .95; .98;

.98; .99; and .99.

Classroom Observation Instrument's Validity

One, conmonly used method to obtain a measure of the validity of a
classroom observation instrument is to assmao that if two observers con-
sistently categorize behavior reliably, they must be mce2uing the same
thing, and thus some validity is shown, Brown, (1970). The procedure calls
for computing the square root of the percents of agreement used as a
measure of reliability, and identifying these as the validity coefficients.
The validity coefficients for the five tryout classroom observations were:
.89;..91; .92; .93 and .98.

In order to obtain more comprehensive evidence of 'alidity a group
of twenty Master's level students in education responded to en instrument
containing a selected sample of ninety verbatim teacher utterances. Stu-
dents were asked to categorize all utterances into five categories plus
a miscellaneous category.

When the data were collected, the percent ),Is students responding
to the same category for which each specific utterance (item) was con-
structed was computed per item. From this analysis, a median percent
per category over the twenty students was computed. The square :oot
of these percents was found and referred to as the validity coefficient
per category. These coefficients are shown in Table 4.

-13-



i.n 5

of A;7reement

Ilan:;e of

I: Agveement
i :1;ionfteinc

17 Validity
Coefficient

1'0..: )1:

Lr )'. r

lii .h Tool- I. -ff(.. L: I,

.

90 .85 60 75 75 85

55-100 45-100 10-95 2-95 15100 h5-loo

.95 .92 77 .37 .37 .9;2

Dta CrOlertirT

Each of the randomly' selected six school districts incluZ:,:.d in the
study were initially cont!T,Ae in ord2r to secure their coperation nnd
to work out the tails of data collection. in each district, the dis-
trict's assistant swocrintendent in chL.rci? of instruction wa the oriui-
nal contact. Once the district had decided to participate in the study,
arranoments were made to meet with each selected sample. within the
district.

At the initial meeting with the teachers, it wac eyplaincsd that the
study was in the area of the behavioral objectives and that ear?il teach-
er would be observed twice; before and after doing the Q-sort. It was
stated that each observation would take thirty minutes, and would oc-
cur randomly within the school day with the provision that, dnring the
observation period, the teacher was the sole instructional adult present.
During this initial meeting, the individual teachers' daily schedules
were collected.

After this initial meeting with the teachers, a schedule was made
for observations and the administration of the Q-sort.

The group of teachers, administrators and community members in
each district were administered the Q-sort as a total group. The inst-
ructions were read aloud to the group and after any questions in re-
gard to the instructions were asked and answered)the individuals
did the sort.

Two ob'ervers, trained in the category system, conducted two thirty-
minute obs.rvations in the cia7ssroom of each of the thirty teachers.
Both observers sat at the rear of the classroom at opposite sides.
The beginning and ending of the observation was synchronized by the
use of haAd sina1s. The observations occurred randomly during the
school (:.iy with the provisos that, a) one was done in the morning and

-14-



orwi 1-11-. b)

each (.:b,:r7on, C) Li!!:±.

1);t.1-1:cica

Aftcr 1;t:)t.h t!,tt Q-L:ort.

!,-.-o]AmIn%ry ftr T!:fl"

u1.1; df the 1)ro1i!t.incr2,.. 'i (L it) !:::!.;1

wnic ! ho to, foAr o C. e with tL!2.

report ip C1 (7.17c indi,,,6w..1

the .1.,Llt:;(*i;abt!: in confidence, did 50.-1 al diz:tri. were: tIsfor,-.-1

they would roc-' vc tht.: repor of: 'uhe study and, no disUrIct, by
nam, would be Eintioned.

1
These individual particiratin6 district reuorLs, :A:Y., are to be
found in Appendix C.
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I

The result:: of this ar ;4:),:er eac.h
prob'Lem tha.t ent Lied 11)1t.:1,UITION0

will relate the nr $.11 eyryr!Li problem
or the study.

Problem 1

Do most educational decision-mafe,1 have_pri,,rjuics Concerning
differentstilLtialf or educational ,d,jectiven which may be refleei 0.1
in their assienmen I. or pri on ty to . svocifi c oduca i °nal nb iceti yen?

To answer this question each peVL;Oh If; nd v or L was an-
alyzed using a one-way analysis of .!triance (ANOVA) in order to com-
pare the obtained m!:1. per 'ater-.,. if a significant F ratio, at
p ,f .05, was the result, it vas jinU;od that the pAr:.. dif iseren Li-
ated among the categories.1 '5 shows that r the total of
ninety persons, seventy-two, or eighty perctnt o,.pined a significant
F ratio

The overwhelming percent of significant F's would strongly sug-
gest a "positive" answer to the first spneific probtem: Educational
decision-makers didmani rest pric,ritit,:; of ohjeet:-,0,. ;n Jim: with the
theoretical categories.

1
For a discussion of this teclaii 4ue see Fred Kcrliuger," Draft of Chap-
ter on .1" for Stephenson Festschrift book, Brown & Co., Dec. ,1969
pp. 17-18.
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This finding was manifested not only by the total group but
within each of the three groups also. No significant differences
were found among the three groups or among districts of different
economic levels when the number of significant F ratios obtained
were compared by use of a chi square analysis. Of the thirty
teachers, twenty-six obtained significant F's as did twenty-three
of the thirty administrators and twenty-two of the thirty commu-
nity members. Of the thirty educational decision-makers in dis-
tricts designated as being "low", twenty-three obtained significant
F's as did twenty-five for the "middle" districts and twenty-four
for the "high" districts.

Thus educational decision-makers did select priorities among
the categories of behaviorally stated objectives both in general
and specifically within their groups. No evidence of any differ-
entiation within this finding was found. The range of percent of
significant F's obtained among groups was seventy-three community
members to eighty-seven teachers.

Problem 2

Do the three groups of educational decision-makers, namely
the administrators, teachers, and community members within a given
school district agree in the priorities they assign to the educa-
tional objectives?

As a gross measure of the degree of agreement among the three
groups of educational decision-makers within each district the grand
means for each category for each group were correlated. Thus, for
each district the general level of agreement over the five categories
between each of the three groups was calculated. Table 6 shows
the obtained means.
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Table 6

Summary of Grand Means of Teachers, Administrators and Community
Members by Category Per District.

GRAND MEANS

District Level Category Teachers Administrators Community Members
Low, 1 Tool-Skill 174--- -4.47 5.51

Low-Cognitive 3.91 4.42 4.75

High-Cognitive 5.29 5.73 5.64
Affective-Personal 5.66 5.70 5.40
Affective-Inter-

active 5.40 4.08 4.65

Low, 2 Tool-Skill 3.88 4.51 5.23
Low-Cognitive 4.19 4.36 5.02
High-Cognitive 5.148 6.20 5.02
Affective-Personal 6.45 5.58 5.22
Affective-
Interactive 5.01 4.35 4.51

Middle, 1 Tool Skill 4.68 4.30 5.60
Low-Cognitive 3.40 4.51 4.54

High-Cognitive 5.05 5.46 4.53
Affective Personal 6.08 5.49 5.69
Affective -

Interactive 5.79 5.24 4.64

Middle, 2 Tool-Skill 4.96 3.87 4.44
Low-Cognitive 3.78 4.82 4.38

High-Cognitive 5.14 5.81 5.16

Affective-Personal 6.04 5.86 5.83
Affective -

Interactive 5.08 4.64 5.19

High, 1 Tool-Skill 4.29. 4.17 4.02
Low-Cognitive 3.91 4.79 4.69
High-Cognitive 5.55 5.72 4.99

Affective-Personal 6.13 5.93 5.88
Affective-
Interactive 5.12 4.39 5.42

High, 2 Tool - Skill, 5.26 4.37 4.71
Low-Cognitive 4.16 4.50 4.43

High-Cognitive 5.32 5.72 4.46

Affective - Persona]. .5.50 5.76 5.94

Affective -

Interactive 4.76 4.65 5.46
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Table 7 shows the obtained correlations (r) between each pair of
groups of educational decision-makers over Ole five categories for
each district.

Tablet

Pair of Educational Decision

Obtained Correlations

Makers Per District.

Teachers
vs.

Administrators

Correlations Between Each

Community Members
vs.

District Teachers

Community Members
vs.

Administrators

Low, 1 .354 .745 .498

Low, 2 .041 .349 .713

Middle, 1 .393 -.121 .745
Middle 2 .866 .750 .458

High, 1 .801 .641 .767

High, 2 .405 .345 .640

Given the gross nature of the analyses; correlating but five pairs
at a time, the resultant r's are surprisingly high and consistently so,
with but a few exceptions. When each person's responses on the one -
hundred items were correlated per district, forming six fifteen by fif-
teen matrices, the r's ranged from low negative r's, -.20 to high posi-
tive r's, .70, with the predominant number resulting in low, .30, posi-
tive r's. Of the 630 obtained r's, 425 or 67% were found significant-
ly positive at p 4:.05 and thirty-five or about five percent were
greater than .60. In addition, within individual school districts the
percent of significant positive r's ranged between 60% and 76% within
the same district. The lack of definite patterns within individual
districts led to the decision not to perform factor analyses within
districts for it was judged that information among districts was of
more value than the, apparently sketchy, information within districts.

As a result, no definitive answer can be offered in response to
problem two. There seems to be a modicum of agreement among the groups
of educational decision makers within the individual districts with qutte
some variability, which is unique to particular districts.

PROBLEM 3

Is there a relationship between the type of school district and
the category of educational obJectives which receives high priority?

Table 8 shows the number of means per category, per person, by
level and group of educational decision-makers which received a rank-
ing of greater than five. Greater than five is to be interpreted as
meaning that the individual chose this category as being "important".
It should be noted that the mean ranking of the one- hundred items
in the Q -sort is five.



TrAble 8 - Number of Means per Category Ranked as Being "Important".

Key: T. = Teachers
Adm. = Administrators
C.M. = Community Members

Grand

District TotalHigh Medium Low Total

; 1

Category T., Adm. C.M. T. Adm. C.M. T. Adm. C.M.: High; Med.: Low;
I

Tool-Skill
Low-Cognitive

11 High-Cognitive
Affective-

Personal
Affective-

.
: Interactive

I

r.

4' 2 ; 2 2 1 3 1 4 8 1 8 ;6 : 13 27

I
i

3 ; 3 - 2 2 - 1 3. 7 i4 4 15
8 9 i 3 5' 9 6 8 8 4 !20 20 20 60

!

10'10 9 10. 9 10 9 10 7 ;29 29 26. 84

h: 3 7 7; 3 5 6 3 : 3 : 14 15 12 la
! !

This table suggests that overall the categories of high-cognitive
and affective personal were regarded by most persons as being the most
important. Sixty-seven percent of all persons ranked the category of
high-cognitive as important. Ninety-four percent of all persons
ranked the category of affective personal as important.

The categories of tool-skill, thirty percent, and low-cognitive,
seventeen percent, were ranked as those categories of least importance
overall.
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11

Table 9 reports the number of persons that ranked each category
as most important.

Table 9 - Number of Persons Ranking Each Category as Most Important.

Table 9

Category. Number of Persons

Tool-Skill 9
Low-Cognitive 2
High-Cognitive 28
Affective-Personal 41
Affective-Interactive 14

Total 94

The above discussion suggests that overall there was general
agreement as to the categories ranked as most important irregard-
less of type of district.

The only discrepancy found was in the category of tool-skill
wherein the "low" districts ranked this category as a relatively
higher priority; 13 versus 6 and 7, although this difference was
not found to be significant.

In conclusion it can be said that the type of district did not
make any difference in which categories received high priority.

PROBLEM 4

Is there a relationship between type of school district and the
amount of agreement among the three groups within the district?

Evidence relating to this problem was found in two ways.
First, correlations were computed between the three sets of education-
al decision makers: a) Teachers - Administrators, b) Teachers -
Community Members, and c) Administrators - Community Members, over
the five grand means per group per category. Second, a three fact-
orial analysis of variances was computed per category. The three
dimensions of the ANOVA were: a) educational decision maker-teacher,
administrator and community member, b) level of district - "high",
"medium" and "low", and c) individual school districts which were
nested within the factor of "level of district".
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Table 10 describes the obtained correlations between r,roups cf

educational decision-makers by level of districts.

TABLE 10 - Correlations Between Groups of Educational Decision-

Makers for Level of District.

TABLE 10
Groups of Decision Makers

Level of District Teacher Adm Teacher-Comm. Mem. Adm.-Comm. Mem.

Low .621* .136 .519

Medium .558* .594* .399

High .712* .646* .501

* = p 4 .3.0

Irrespective of level of district significant r's were found when

comparing the means of categories for teachers and administrators. For

administrators versus community members no r was found to be significant,

however, all three tended strongly in that direction. When comparing

teachers versus community members the obtained r's for both ":-.1ediue and

"high" districts were significant. The resultant r for "low" districts

was relatively small, .136. These data would suggest that, in the main,

groups withia districts tend to agree with the exception of teachers

versus community members in "low" districts. This finding is buttressed

when one examines the ANOVA results and keeps in mind the findings from

Problem 4.
Table 11 shows the resultant F's-per category for groups of educational

decision makers, levels of school, school nested within levels of school

and the categories of educational objective.

TABLE 11 - A-N-O-V-A of Group Level and School Per Category of

Educational Objective.

(A) Group of Ed.
Dec. Mak.

(B) Level of School
District

(C) School Within
level

(D) Group (A) by
Level (B)

(E) A by B by C

Error
* = p < .05

TABLE 11

Tool Low High

Skill Cognitive Cognitive

Mean F Mean F Mean F

S . Value S . Value S . Value
*

3.069 6.369 4.99612.88

.562 NS .348NS

1.715 3.56040 .1631NS

1.547 3.211 1 .510 INS

.694 Ns

.482

.175 INS

.388

311
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Affective
Personal

6.89 12.53

.35C NS

.768

.182 S

.130, NS

.558i

Mean F
Square Val.

.854INS

.3201NS .934

,280 ;.NS .423

I .

.486INs 1.079

.384'NS .515

.28oi .649

Affective
Interactive
Mean F Square

Value
* I

2.044 3.148 !

NS

NS

-NS

NS



1. This finding was only in the category of tool-skill and can be
explained by the relative uniqueness of two school districts, one high
and one middle, both of whom (4.16 and 4.423) ranked this category sig-
nificantly lower than all other districts, all of whom ranged from 4.78
to 4.93.
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Table 12 describes the results of the follow-ups that were
performed when the significant F main effects were found. The Tukey -A
methodl was used for all mean comparisons with an alpha level of .05.

Table 12 - ANOVA Follow-up of Significant Main Effects.

Categorx_,
Tool Skill

TABLE 12_
Main Effect Tested
Level of Educational
Decision Maker

Low-Cognitive

Si nificant Differences Found
Teachers ( .65) versus Adminis.L
trators (4.28);Comm. Members (4.92)
Versus Administrators (4.28)

Level of Educational
Decision Maker

High-Cognitive Level of Educational
Decision Maker

Affective-Interactivk. Level of Educational
Decision Maker

Teachers (3.90 Versus Adm. (4.57)
Teachers (3.90) Vs. Comm. Mem. (4.64):

Teachers (5.3C)vs. Adm. (5.77)
Teachers (5.30)vs. C.M. (4.81)
Adm. 1527)vs. C.M. (4.81)

Adm.',J (4.66)

* No significant main effects were found for the category of affective
personal.

TLe interaction between group of decision makers and level of
school district in the category of tool-skill can best be explained
by the relatively higher ranking given by community members in "low"
districts, 4.93 and low ranking by teachers 4.24, as contrasted to
lower ranking given by community members in "high" districts, 4.19,
and high ranking by teachers, 4.93.

1
See Glass and Stanley, Statistical Methods in Education and PsycholREE,

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1970, pps. 383-385 and
443-446.
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Table 13 - Graphic Plot of Group of Educational. Decision Maker by
Level of School District.

TABLE 13

MEANS
Level of District Group of Educational Decision Teacher Administ- Comm.Mem.

Makers rators
ni..2.4

- --
V.411- ---14.§3

4.74 4.38 4.79
4.93 4.71- 4.19

Low
Middle
High

4.9
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.5

4.4

4.3
4.2
4.1
4.0

Low Medium

These analyses of variance seem to irdicate that the groups regardless
of 'eve] of district or of particular school estrict, have differences
in ranking cf categories. However, tb offer-riding finding: are the
differences among the categories, rather than within the eatecozies.
Forwxample, although it was shown that three of a possible five F
ratios were significant in.the tool-skill category in all cases the
means were less than five,te. they were relatively unimportant. Further-
more, for that category which was overwhelmingly chosen as the most
important, affective personal;whereir. 84 of the 90 respondents ranked
it as important;1 no signifiennidifferences were found by school districts
or groups of educational decision-maers.

Problems Sand 6;

Is there a correspondence between the degree olTriorily_assigned
to a category and the extent with which that is observg.ble in the classroom?
and Is there a reletionshft% between the amount of agreement v.ithin. a school
district and the degree of correlation between assigned priorities and
behaviors observable in the classroom?

Bfacaude the answer. to the second problem iscontingent on the first,

1 see Table 6 p. 21
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they will be examined simultaneous2:...

Table 14 presents the observed mean frequencies of utterance per
category and the normalized T scores derived from those mean frequencies.

Table 14 - Observed and Transformed Mean Frequencies of Utterances
Per Teacher, Per Category

TABLE 14

Category: Low- High- Tool- Affective- Affective -
Cognitive Cognitive Skill Personal Interactive

OMF*

Teacher

15.5/
2 2.0

1

23.5
. 16.0

5 53.5

1 7

16.5
22.0

.J 8 7.5
9 6.0

1..1 10 13.0
11 4.5

12 38.0

L
13 13.0
14 20.0
15 30.0
116 25.5

1
17 2.5
18 4.5

19 8.5
20 0.0
21 15.0
22 12.0
23 2.0
24 3.0
25 4.o
26 7.0
27 16.5
28 9.5
29 29.5

I--30- 19.5
eans 15.14

1 Standard 12.22

TMF* OMF TMF OMF TMF

53.4 4.0 41.8 70.0 100.0
37.2 5.5 43.8 17.0 56.6

. 61.4 13.5 51.7
! 54.7 21.0 59.7

41.0 70.5
5.0 43.6

74.5 43.0 72.3 10.0 48.3
54.5 16.0 54.7 26.5 63.6
60.5 18.0 58.4 16.5 55.4
45.9 7.5 45.9 22.5 60.8
44.4 15.5 53.4 18.0 58.4
51.3 39.5 69.3 5.o 43.6
42.5 12.5 50.8 11.5 49.9
67.5 16.5 '55.4 21.5 I 61.2
51.3 16.0 54.7 38.5 1 68.4
59.4 35.5 66.7 4.o 41.8
65.0 3i..5 65.5 24.5 62.4
63.2 10.5 49.3 12.0 50.7
37.6 4.0 41.8 15.0 53.1

:42.5 17.5 .57.3 8.5 46.8
46.8 27.0 64.0 19.5 58.9
34.5 14.0 .52.2 10.5 49.3
53.1 11.0 49.0 24.0 62.1
50.7 12.0 50.7 25.0 62.0
37.2 8.0 *46.2 17.0 56.6
,39.2 5.o 43.6 18.0 58.4
41.8 16.0 54.7 24.0 62.1
45.3 10.5 49.3 23.5 . 61.4
55.4. 14.5 52.4 10.0 48.3
.48.1 9.0 .47.6 12.0 50.7
.64.5 6.0 44.4 3.0 :39.2
58.9 16.0 54.7 17.5 57.3

M .51.41 14.67 53.4 15.88 56.71

10.28 12.06 8.06 10.15 11.35
:_DraiAtions_ _ _ _ _

OMF TMF OMF TMF

10.0 48.3 12.0 50.7
21.5 60.2 10.5 49.3
15.0 53.1
14.0 52.2

17.5 57.3
34.5 66.2

5.0 43.6 7.5 45.9
3.5 40.1 1.5 35.9

10.5 49.3 4.5 42.5
3.5 40.1 0.0 34.5

10.5;49.3 4.0 41.8
15.0 53.1 0.0 34.5
16.0 54.7 3.0 39.2
18.0'58.4 6.5 44.8

23.;7.

20.0 59.4
3

6.5 44.8,
8.5 46.8
2.0 37.2

0.5,35.0 0.0 34.5
11.0;49.7 5.0 43.6
16.o;54.7 17.0 56.6
0.0'34.5 4.o 41.8
17.056.6 6.0 44.4
1.0'35.5 0.0 34.5
9.0.47.6 0.0 34.5

18.0,58.4 13.0 51.3
14.0:52.2 17.0 56.6
17.0'56.6 9.0 47.6
13.551.7 3.5 40.1
9.0.47.6 9.0 :47.6
3.5 .40.1 0.0 ,34.5
0.0'34.5 7.0 :45.3
4.o 41.8 8.0 '46.2
9.7547.61 7.68 44.83

6.31 7.7 7.69 . 8.46

* Observed Mean Frequencies
** Transformed Mean Frequencies
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Table 15 presents the Q-sort means and transformed means from
the observations for each teacher and for each category. Table 15
also presents the computed coefficient of correlation between the
Q-sort means and the observation means by category for each teacher.

The correlation coefficients ranged from -.961 to .719. Of
the total of thirty teachers, nineteen showed a positive relation-
ship between their assignment of educational priorities and their
practice of these priorities; eleven showed a negative relationship.
None of the nineteen positive coefficients were found to be signifi-
cantly different from zero. Overall, for all teachers and for all
categories, a slightly negative correlation coefficient was found,
-.150, between all teachers' assigned priorities and practiced
priorities . However, this also, was not found to be significant-
ly different from zero. As a result, no correspondence was found be-
tween the degree of priority assigned to.a category and the extent
with which it was observable in the classroom.
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'4:ao_te 15 4-sort means and Transformed Observation MeanF
i-er Category and hesultant Correiaticr

C .te-

gory:

-Teach-
' er

Low-
Cognitive

Q-SM* TOM **

1 4.40 53.4
2 3.60 37.2
3 4.10 61.4
4 IL-25 54.7
5 4.60 74.5
r6 4.05 54.5
7 3.35 60.5
8 4:05 45.9

.9 3.85
I LO 4.25 51.,3f
ill 3.40 42.5'
12 4.55 67.5
13 3.05 51.

104 3.15, .

15 4.75;,4 . p
6 3.75.;,63:2;

I

18
2.50'. 37.6
4.05 42.5

19 3.70 /46.8
(r0 3.15 / 34.5
L21 4.15: 53.1
22 4.30 50.7
1%3 4.0 37.2
4 4.00 39.2

25 3.05 41.8
^6 3.55 45.3
7 4.45 55.4

28 4.00 48.1
29 5.20 64.5
0 3.60 58.9

TABLE 15

High- Tool=
Cognitive Skill

Q-SM TOM Q-SM

6.4o 41.8 .3.85
5.30 43.8 4.55
5.90 51.7, 2.55
5.30 59.7' 4.45
4.50 72.3 4.10
5.25 54.7 .5.65
4.70 58.4 :4.45
5.70 45.9 5.00
5.70 53.4 :4.45
.5.10 69.3 :4.15
4.15 50.8 ,6.45
5.45 55.4 '4.45
5.05 54.7 4.95
4.95 66.7 5.00
6.10 65.5 3.95
4.65 49.3 4.20
4.30 41.8 :4.75
.6.40 57.3 .4.45
5.45 64.0 '5.35
4.30 52.2 4.65
6.25 49.7 13.80
5.70 50.7 :3.60
4.15 46.2 :4.85
.6.00 43.6 .4.35
5.65 54.7 :4.85
5.15 49.3 5.25
5.90 52.4 i4.35
3.50 47.6 15.80
'5.30 44.4 ;5.20
4.75 54.7 5.70*

* = Q-Sort Means

= Transformed Observation Means
= L .01

1 -4

Affective
Personal

Affective-
Interactive

TOM Q-SM TOM Q-SM TOM

100.0 6.30 48.3 4.05 50.7
56.6 6.80 60.2 4.75 49.3
70.5 6.35 53.1 5.70 57.3
43.6 6.35 52.2 .4.65 66.2
48.3 6.45 43.6 5.35 45.9
63.6 5.15 40.1 4.90 35.9
55.4 6.35 49.3 :6.15 42.5
60.8 4.90 40.1 5.35 34.5
58.4 5.90 49.3 5.10 41.8
43.6 6.00 53.1 5.50 34.5
49.9 5.95 54.7 5.05 39.2
60.2 6.15 58.4 4.40 44.8
68.4 5.75 45.3 6.20 59.4
41.8 6.15 39.2 5.75 46.8
62.4 6.20 44.8 4.00 37.2
5o.7 5.90 35.o 6.50 34.5
53.1 6.55 49.7 6.90 43.6
46.8 6.00 54.7 4.10 56.6
5.89 5.05 34.5 5.45 41.8
49.3 6.90 56.6 6.00 44.4
62.1 6.95 35.5 3.85 34.5
62.8 6.15 47.6 5.25 34.5
56.6 5.70 58.4 6.25 51.3
58.4 5.70 52.2. 4.95 56.6
62.1 6.15 56.6 5.30 47.6
61.4 6.25 51.7 4.80 40.1
48.3 5.55 47.6 5.75 47.6
56.7 5.35 40.1 4.35 34.5
39.2 5.05 34.5 4.25 45.3
57.3 5.30 41.8

1

, 5.65 46.2

Correlation
Coefficients

Ia
. 632
.719
.961*
. 007

.536

.208

. 883

.141

.120

.042

.473

.068

.108
,607
.119

.958*

.527

.609

.252

.689

.398

.584

.664

.005

.638

.442

.044

.376

.092

.521



It would seer that these teacnerr. in re7len.l. beiievt-

category of affective-personal is the most important. howeve-...,

do not ceem to translate this priority into their verbal classroor

practice. Then one examines teachers' overall ranking of tne cate-
gories in the Q. -sort the categories of affective-personal, f.7e,ean 5.98),

high cognitive , (mean 5.30), and affective-interactive, (mean 5.18)

emerge as the top three categories. However, the overall means of

observed behavior rank the categories of tool-skill, (mean 56.71),

high-cognitive, (mean 53.4) and low-cognitive, (mean 51.41) as highest.

Although, in general, the teachers in this study seemed to prac-
tice those categories they assigned as being less important most often,
this was not the case for all teachers. Some teachers did tend to

practice with greater frequency, those categories they assigned as
most important.

Table 16 presents the five teachers that had the highest posi-
tive correlation coefficients, all greater than .60, and examines
their two highest assigned and practiced categories.

Table 16 - Teachers with the Highest Correlation Coefficients Be-
tween Assigned and Practiced.

Correlation
Teacher #* i Coefficient

2 .719 /

Table 16
Two Highest Assigned
Categories With Means

Affective-Personal 6.80
High Cognitive 5.30

Two Highest Practiced
Categories With Means

Affective-Personal 60.2
Tool-Skill 56.6

8 7:609 High Cognitive 6.40
Affective Personal 6.00

High-Cogniive 57.3
Affective-
Interactive 56.6

20 .689 Affective-Personal 6.90
Affective- Inter-

active 6.00

Affective-Personal 56.6

High Cognitive 52.2

23 .6614 Affective-Inter-
active 6.25

Affective-personal 5.70

Affective-personal 58.4
Tool-Skill 56.6

25 .618 Affective-personal 6.15
High-Cognitive 5.65 Tool-skin

Affective personal 56.6

* All Five teachers had significant Q-sort results at r .01



Of these teachers who had the five hignest eoefficie 7'

correlation, although none of them were found to be sirnifican--
all five.seltcted the categories of the affective-personal, affee:-
ive-interactive or high-cognitive as.being the most important.
of the five practiced the categories of affective-personal or high cog-
nitive most frequently. The fifth teacher, number 25, practiced
affective-personal second most frequently, although affective personal
had been the highest choice in the Q-sort.

Table 17 presents the five teachers who had the highest nega-
tive correlation coefficients, all greater than minus .60 and exam-
ines their two highest assigned and practiced categories.

Table 1 : teachers With the Highest Negative Correlation Coefficients
Between Assigned and Practiced

TABLE 17

Correlation Two Highest Assigned
Teachers * Coefficient Categories With Means

Two Highest Practiced
Categories With Means

1 .632 High - Cognitive 6.40 Tool-Skill 100.0
Affective-
Personal 6.30 Low-Cognitive 53.4

3 - .961 Affective- Tool-Skill 70.5
Personal 6.35 Low-Cognitive 61.4
High-Cognitive 5.90

7 - .883 Affective- Lox-Cognitive 60.5
Personal 6.35 High-cognitive 58.4
Affective-
Interactive 6.15

14 - .607 Affect ive-
Personal
Affective-
Interactive

6.15

5.75

16 .958 Affective-
Interactive 6.50
Affective-
Personal 5.90

High-abgnitive 66.7

Low-Cognitive 59.4

low-cognitive 63.2

50.7

71
* All Five Teachers had significant Q-sort results at p .01
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The evidence suggests that because no relationship vas four.C.
between perceived priorities and observed practice in the classroom
no differentiating relationships could be found among school districts.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The following are the conclusions that can be inferred from the
study:

The overriding conclusion is that educational decision-makers
given a choice of behaviorally stated educational objectives do make
choices that conform to theorized categories.

There is a general consensus among a) different types of local
school districts and b) different types of educational decision-makers
as to the categories of behaviorally stated objectives which are most
important namely affective-personal and high-cognitive.

There is no evidence to suggest that teachers attempt to teach
to those categories of objectives they and their district have speci-
fied as most important. This finding coupled with the paucity of
curricular materials in these areaslresults in what may be called
an "incongruent" situation.

This incongruity and the above findings imply two most import-
ant problems.

First, although the categories of affective-personal and high-
cognitive were ranked as most important there is a clear cry for the
learning of tool-skill objectives in all quarters. Perhaps the "Right
to Read" program personifies this most clearly. In a sense the teachers
are seemingly directing their efforts in this area. The problem seems
to be twofold. First, the categories of affective-personal and high-
cognitive seem to be "socially acceptable" and because we seem to know
so little about them instinctively, they become in fact rhetoric.

Second, it .may be suggested that the category of tool-skill is
not on the same level of discourse as are the other categories in so far
that objective:; only become tool skills after they are learned; during
instruction they are not. It would seem that perhaps it is the affective
component that enables the tool skill objectives to be learned, Alschuler,
(1969). The findings in this study point out the problems of the lack of
congruity between what may be socially acceptable versus what may be, in
fact, desired and the complex interrelationships among the categories.
This study's most important element may well be the discovery of these
types of problems.

The second major problem is that the consensus of priorities of
categories in no way seems to have any effect upon classroom instruc-
tion, irregardless of the school district. This problem suggests that
although methods for systematically selecting objectives are available,
such as the one used in this study and the similar one. outlined_by.

1
See Page 2
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Popham, (1972), there are no guarantees that these are really the
"felt" objectives nor that by describing them one can expect an
automatic effect in the classroom.

What seems to be needed are the following: First, a general
acceptance of priorities in the categories of affective-personal
and high-cognitive educational objectives buttressed by tool-skill
objectives. Second, more study into the relationship among the
categories in such a manner that best promotes the learning of
these objectives. Third, methods by which teachers can be trained
to effectuate those objectives they select as most important and
are congruent with the priorities of other decision-makers. Fin-
ally, the question must be raised as to whether there should be a
differentiation in priorities among different types of school
districts and different educational decision-makers, and, if so, what
might be the results of these differentiations?
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jAdmi.nistration Instructions

Sort the 100 items into 11 piles. Put the number of cards
as indicated below in each pile according to degree of signifi-
cance of the item. For example, two items that you think are
Most Significant as objectives will be placed in the first pile
on the left. The next four Most Significant cards will go in the
next pile and so on to the two cards you think are Least Signifi-
cant. These two cards will go in the pile on the extreme right.
You need not worry about any sort of rank order within each pile.

Number of Cards in Each Pile

Most Least
Significant Significant

4 6 lo 16 24 16 lo 6 4 2

The question you should keep in mind when doing this sort is:
What is your judgment about the significance or insignificance of
these objectives?

If you have any conflict about any one item, you may want to
put it in a neutral pile. It is suggested that you first read
through all the items and while reading them sort them into three
piles corresponding to "Significant", "Neutral", and "Not Significant."
Then make the finer sorts.

When you have completed the sort, please reconstruct the pack-
et in the following manner (from top to bottom facing up):

'

1. 3 Instruction cards

ff
2. Least Significant card.
3. Card marked "2".
4. The two Least Significant objectives you chose.
5. Card marked "4".
6. Those four objectives.
7. Continue this until you stack your two Most

Significant cards.
8. Your last card should read Most Significant.

Items for Q-sort

Following are the behaviors in each which a student performs:

I. Cognitive Tool-Skills No Content

1. Constructs and reads line and bar graphs.
2. Reads scale drawings
3. Performs the four fundamental mathematical processes includ-

ing long division with whole numbers and a high degree of
accuracy.
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4. Demonstrates how numbers apply to time, weight, dry and

liquid measures.
5. Establishes a time line for a given historical treatment

of a subject.
6. Gathers necessary materials for a given task.

7. Performs an experiment in science.

8. Builds equipment according to instructions.

9. Follows written directions.

10. Gives oral directions that can be followed.

11. Demonstrates fundamental skills in reading, writing and

calculating.
12. Displays appropriate masculine or feminine social role.

13. Locates information two ways by using cross references.

14. Follows teacher in directions.
15. Displays skill in budgeting time.

16. Locates and lists information using the alphabet.

17. Uses the card catalog in locating books.

18. Uses equipment such as desk calculator, typewriter, micro-

scope accurately and within accepted time limits.

19. Follows directions for homework assignments correctly.

20. Displays physical skills necessary for ordinary games.

II. Low-Cognitive No Content

1. Identifies facts, theories, principles in a given discipline.

2. Recognizes the area encompassed by various kinds of problems
or materials.

3. Child names the major theories and describes them without
further looking them up.

4. Distinguishes facts from hypotheses by defining them.
5. Recognizes the terminology of a discipline.
6. Recalls details at later date from notes taken.
7. Identifies technical terms by giving their sttributes,

properties or relationi.
8. Defines abstract terms.
9. Identifies criteria for judgment that is appropriate to

the type of work and the purpose for which it is read.
10. Identifies basic trends in a given situation.
11.01ecognizes appropriate strategies in attacking a problem.
12. When called upon, recalls specific information.
13. Identifies forms and conventions of the major types of

works, e.g., verse, plays, scientific papers, etc.
14. Defines specific terminology.
15. Identifies methodology specific to a discipline.
16. Recalls materials to be used in researching a specific

problem.
17. Recalls specific instructions.
18. Recalls the setting of a specific selection.
19. Identifies unstated assumptions in a given theory.
20. Recalls the mood of a specific selection.
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III. High-Cognitive No Content

1. Formulates appropriate hypotheses based upon an analysis
of factors involved.

2. Makes use of criteria for judgment appropriate to the type
of work and the purpose for which it is read.

3. Modifies hypotheses in the light of new factors and con-
siderations.

4. Proposes ways of testing hypotheses.
5. Finds and states the basic assumptions which underlie any

position.
6. Gives examples selected from the area of study which may

be used to solve problems in another area or in another
context.

7. Predicts the probable effect of a change on a factor.

8. Gives approximations.
9. Predicts continuation of trends.

10. Guesses.
11. Derives a proposition from a given fact which is testable

grom the givens.
12. Critically evaluates certain given classroom learning goals.
13. Visualizes scenes (mental imagery).
14 Differentiates between two similar objects and states his

criteria for the discrimination.
15. Developes planned sequences.
16. Attempts to organize his product to show relationships.
17. Selects relevant facts, theories, principles to the so-

lution of a specific problem in discipline.
18. Compares the relationship between getting information

through the five senses and giving information by appealing

to the five senses (impression and expression).
19. Indicates logical fallacies in arguments.
20. Weighs alternative social policies and practices against

the standards ofthe public welfare rather than the advant-
age of specialized and narrow interest groups.

IV. Affective-Personal

1. Changes opinion in view of submiSsion of more data.
2. Plans a course of action and arrives at a satisfactory

outcome with a minimum of adult assistance.
3. Volunteers to take responsibilities such as writing,

publishing, carrying out a policy, etc.
4. after failing at a task, will attempt another similar one.
5. Will'continue task or expand upon it when given a choice.
6. Memorizes a poem he likes.
7. Formulates his own objectives in the context of his studies.
8. Chooses activities independently and carries them out
9. Reads to find answers to questions which have stimulated

his curiosity.
10. Designs a course of study for himself.
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11. Will accept blame when self-initiated act fails.
12. Shows a desire to do unexpected task.
13. Expresses his feelings through art.
14. Will try new assignments.
15. Gives an account of what his objectives are and how far

he has advanced in attaining them in an academic counseling
session.

16. Seeks help when meeting with failure after an attempt has
been made.

17. Expresses and defends his own opinions.
18. Does not panic in emergencies, but acts quickly and in ways

to alleviate the problem.

19. Explores possibilities of different interests by attending
lectures or meetings about topics new to him.

20. Takes care of school property.

V. Affective-Interactive

1. Participates in extra-curricular activities offered in
academic or social institutions.

2. Refers problems that are too difficult for him to adults
instead of dropping them.

3. Keeps still when the situation calls for silence.
4. Adheres to group-made rules.
5. Assists others when he is needed.
6. Shares with others.
7. Will greet others upon entering the calssroom in the morning.
8. Conducts a meeting.
9. Voices an opinion dealing with a controversial topic.
10. Does specific chores in the classroom.
11. Is willing to administer tests (spelling) to other children.
12. Is willing to perform tasks that directly involve him with

other students.
13. Is willing to perform before a group.
14. Deals with others in a non-violent manner.
15. Makes and sustains conversations.
16. Practices social amenities and courtesies when exchanging

ideas.
17. Draws reticent members of a group into conversation.
18. Participates in a meeting.
19. Seeks approval of other children.
20. Seeks approval of adults.
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HOFSTA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Bureau of Educational Evaluation

TEACHER OBSERVATION SHEET

Name of Teacher Observed:

Grade: School:

Name of Observer:7f

Time of Observation Begun: Ended: Date:

TEACHER'S VERBATIM COMMENTS

Comment Category
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Comment Category

SUMMARY

gaLteu Yrequency Percent

Low- Cognitive

High-Cognitive
Tool-Skill

Affective - personal
Affective-Interactive
Miscellaneow

OM.

OMEN ON.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Educational Psychology

Hofistra

.r.

Univerrity
tirmi.sEAD, LIINe. ISLAND. NEW YORK. 115'.0

Thank you for the cooperation in helping us conduct part of our study
Everyone in the district was most hospitable.

I am enclosing a report of the findings. These include:

--a listing of the items that were included in the Q-sort
entitled "6th Grade Non-Content Objectives."

--a description of the categories of objectives.
--Table 1 - a summary table showing the obtained means for each
parent, teacher, and administrator over each category of ob-
jectives and the grand means for each group. Included also
will be a designation, per respondent, as to whether there was
a significant difference at .05 .among means. That is to say,
were the assigned priorities differentiated among the five
categories?

--Table 2 - a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,
analysis comparing the grand means per group over the five
categories and the resultant significance level.

--Table 3 - a summary table showing the obtained mean per teacher
for categories in the Q-sort and frequency of observations per
category.

--Table h a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,
analysis comparing each teacher's mean per category in the
Q-sort to each teacher's observed frequency of categories
within the clans room and the resultant significance level.
A reliability ;ndex for each teacher between observers is also
reported. This reliability index is given in terms of percent

-4g-
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Page 2
May 27, 1971

of agreement between the observers.
--a summary of the statistical analysis and conclusions thereof.

Once you have had a chance to examine these materials, if the district
wishes, I would be happy to meet with all those who have participated inorder to elaborate upon the findings. Also, if any participant wishes to
know specifically his findings, I will be more than willing to discuss thesewith him privately.

1 I look forward to meeting with you again. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to call.

J.

Enclosures

-50-

Cordially yours

Pierre Woog

Administrative and Research Associate
Bureau of Educational Evaluation
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Table 1. Q-Sort Summary Sheet of Mewls by Category of Objective.

Tool-skill
Low- High-

Cognitive Cognitive
Affective-
Personal

Affective-
Interactive

Community
1* 4.55 3.85 5.05 6.25 5.302* 6.6o 4.40 4.05 5.30 4.653* 6.00 4.30 4.05 5.40 5.254* 6.05 5.30 4.00 6.05 3.605 4.80 4.85 5.5o 5.45 4.40

Grand Means 5.60 4.54 4.53 5.69 4.64

Teachers
1* 4.20 3.75 4.65 5.90 6.5o2* 4.75 2.50 4.30 6.55 6.903* 4.45 4.05 . 6.40 6.00 4.104* 5.35 3.70 5.45 5.05 5.455* 4.65 3.15 4.30 6.90 6.00

Grand Means 4.68 3.43 5.02 6.08 5.79

Administrators
1 4.35 4.55 5.95 5.30 4.852* 3.80 4.90 5.7o 5.75 4.853* 3.05 4.36 5.50 5.55 6.6o4 6.30 4.75 h.00 '4.60 5.355* 4.00 4.05 6.15 6.25 4.55

Grand Means 4.30 4.51 5.4'6 5.149 5.24

*Significant priorities made in terms of categories.



Table 2. Summary Table of Grand Means of Community, Teachers and Administrators
by Category of Objective and Derived Correlations.

Community Teachers Administrators

Tool-skill 5.60 4.68 4.30
Low-cognitive 4.54 3.40 4.51
High-cognitive 4.53 5.05 5.46
AffectiveJpersonal 5.69 6.08 5.0
Affective-interactive 4.64 5.79 5.24

Obtained correlations

Community vs. Teachers
Community vs. Administrators
Teachers vs. Administrators

-522.

0.393
-0.121
0.745
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Table 3. Teacher Q-Sort and Obnervation Summary Sheet by Category of Objective.

Tool-skill
Lou -

Cognitive
High-

Cognitive
Affective-

Personal
Affective-
Interactive

'Clil-sort Means'.

Teacher #1 14.20 3.75 4.65 5.90 6.5o
2 . 4.75'4 2.35 h.h5 6.55 6.90
.3

14

1t ,1;5

5.35

h.05

3.70
6.ho

5.)45

6.00

5.05

h.10
5.45

5 4.65 3.15 .h.30 6.90 6.00

Grand Means h.68 . 3.4o 5.05 6.08 5.79

Observations
Teacher #1 12.0 25.5 10.5 0.5 0

2 15.0 2.5 h.o 11.0 5.0
-3 8.5 h.5 17.5 16.0 17.0
4 19.5 8.5 27.o 0 h.o
5 10.5 0 1h.o 17.0 6.o

Grand Means 65.5 41.0 73 44.5 32.0
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Table 4. Correlation Between Teachers Perceived and Practiced Priorities
Based Upon Category System and Percent of Reliability Per
teacher.

Correlation Between Reliability of
Perceived and Practiced Observation by
Priorities Percent

Teacher #1
2

3
14

5
:1

-0.924
0.361
0.622
0.292
0.629

86.5
87.2
78.0
90.2
93.8
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CONCLUSIONO:

The following ar nnm Lonintivo ooncluninnn that may be offered as a

result of the findings:

A. Q-sort Findings

1. Of a total of fifteen respondents, twelve or 80% did, in fact, assign

priorities that differentiated among the five categories. Of this total,

all of the five teachers made this differentiation, three of the five ad-

ministrators and four of the five community members.

2. Overall, there was agreement among groups that the most important category

was "Affective-personal."

3. Overall, there was little agreement among groups in any of the other four

categories. If a mean of 5.0 is used as a cutoff point, that is to say,

equal to or greater than 5.0 signifies "importance" and less than 5.0

signifies "unimportance," a number of interpretations result. These, per

category, include:

--Tool-skill - Community members found this category to be much more impor-

tant as a group, 5.6, than did either teachers, 4.68, or administrators, 4.3.

%--Low-cognitive - All three groups felt this category was "unimportant."

However, administrators., 4.51, and community members, 4.54, differed as to

the degree of "unimportance" as compared to teachers, 3.43.

- -High-cognitive - Both teachers and administrators, 5.02 and 5.46, felt

this category was "important." Community members did not, 4.53.

- -Affective-interactive - Both teachers and administrators, 5.79 and 5.24,

felt this category was "important." Community members did not, 4.64.

4. Although there were these apparent differences among the groups, it should

be noted that within groups there were differences also. For example,

-55-



although the teachers, as a group, found the category of "High-cognitive"

to be relatively important, 5.02, within the group of teachers only two of

the five felt this way. As a group, community members found the category

of "Tool-skill" to be important, 5.6, however, within the group only three

of the five felt this way. finally, as a group, administrators found the

category of "Affective-interactive" to be important, 5.24, however, within

the group only two of the five felt this way.

5. In conclusion, with regard to the Q-sort findings, it can be said that of

all three groups, the teachers differentiated the most among categories.

Overall, the category of "Affective-personal" was most important; as a

matter of fact, in all cases with the exception of one respondent, this

category was designated as being "important."

These conclusions are reflected in the obtained correlations in

Table 2 wherein teachers and administrators showed a high degree of agree-

ment, .745, while neither group significantly agreed with the group of

community members although teachers, .393. tended to more so than did ad-

ministrators, -.121.

B. Q-sort Findings Compared to Observation Findings.

When teachers' stated priorities of instruction, as. differentiated by the

categories, were compared to observed priorities of instruction as a group

no discernible relationship was found, Table h. The mean of the correla-

tions between stated and practiced is .196, which is not significantly

different from zero. Again, however, there were great differences within

the group which ranged from .629, high relationship to -.924, high

opposite relationship. One consistency that was found was in the category

of "Low-cognitive." All the teachers regarded this category as not "im-

portant" in the Q-sort while four of the five teachers seemed to practice

it at least in their classrooms.

-56-
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The categories that seemed most difficult to practice, based upon the

observations, were both affective categories.
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SCH001 OF EDUCATION

Department of Educational Psychology

.et

stra
Unwercity

HEMPSTEAD. LONG ISLAND. TsIEW YORK 11550

Thank you for the cooperation in helping us conduct part of our study
Everyone in the district was most hospitable.

I am enclosing a report of the findings. These include:

- -a listing of the items that were included in the Q-sort
entitled "6th Grade Non-Content Objectives."

--a description of the categories of objectives.
--Table 1 - a summary table showing the obtained means for each
parent, teacher, and administrator over each category of ob-
jectives and the grand means for each group. Included also
will be a designation, per respondent, as to whether there was
a significant difference at .05 among means. That is to say,
were the assigned priorities differentiated among the five
categories?

--Table 2 - a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,
analysis comparing the grand means per group over the five
categories and the resultant significance level.

- -Table 3 - a summary table showing the obtained mean per teacher
for categories in the Q-sort and frequency of observations percategory.

- -Table 1s a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,
analysis comparing each teacher's mean per category in the
Q-sort to each teacher's observed frequency of categories
within the classroom and the resultant significance level.
A reliability index for each, teacher between observers is also
reported. This reliability index is given in terms of percent

-58-
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Page 2
April 23, 1971

of agreement between the observers.
--a summary of the statistical analysis and conclusions thereof.

Once you have had a chance to examine these materials, if the district
wishes, I would be happy to meet with all those who have participated in
order to elaborate upon the findings. Also, if any participant wishes to
know specifically his findings, I will be more than willing to discuss these
with him privately.

I look forward to meeting with you again. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to call.

PW:cs
Encl.

-59-

Cordially yours,

Pierre Woog

Administrative and Research Associate
Bureau of Educational Evaluation
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Table 1. Q-Sort Summary Sheet of Means by Category of Objective.

Low- High- Affective- Affective-
Tool-skill Cognitive Cognitive Personal Interactive

Community
1* 4.65 4.40 5.10 5.65 5.20
2* 4.20 3.50 5.2o 6.60 5.5o
3 4.25 4.95 6.]o 5.60 4.]o
4* 4.60 3.85 3.95 5.95 6.65
5 4.5o 5.20 5.45 5.35 1.50

Grand Means 1 {.44 4.38 5.16 5.83 5.19

Teachers

1* 6.45 3.40 4.15 5.95 5.05
2* 4.45 4.55 5.115 6.15 4.4o
3* 4.95 3.05 5.05 5.75 6.20
4* 5.00 3.15 4.95 6.15 5.75
5* 3.95 4.75 6.]0 6.20 4.00

Grand Means 4.96 3.78 5.14 6.04 5.08

Administrators
1* 3.50 5.20 6.60 5.30 4.4o
2* 4.6o 3.65 5.35 . 6.2o 5.2o
3* 3.2o 6.05 5.75 5.75 4.25
4* 3.75 4.35 6.25 6.25 4.4o
5 4.30 4.85 5.10 5.8o 4.95

Grand Means 3.87 4.82 5.81 5.86 4.64

.

*Significant priorities made in terms of categories.

-60--
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Table 2. Summary Table of Grand Means of Community, Teachers and Administrators
by Category of Objective and Derived Correlations.

Community Tenchern Administrators

Tool-skill 4.11 4.96 3.87
Low-cognitive 4.38 3.18 4.82

High-cognitive 5.16 5.]4 5.81
Affective-personal 5.83 6.04 5.86
Affective-interactive 5.19 5.08 4.614

Obtained correlations

Community vs. Teachers .8658

Community vs. Administrators .7h98

Teachers vs. Administrators .4583

-61-
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Table 3. Teacher Q-Sort and Observation Summary Sheet by Category of Objective.

I-

Tool-skill
Low-

Cognitive
High-

Cognitive
Affective-
Persona]

Affective-
Tntcractive

Q-sort Means
Teacher #1

n

3
4

5

Grand Means

6.45
11.45

4.95

5.00 ..,

395

4.96

3.h0
4.55

3.05
3.15
4.75

3.78

4.15
5.45
5.05
4.95
6.10

5.14

5.95
6.15

5.75
6.15
6.20

6.oh

5.05
4.40
6.po

5.75
4.00

5.08

Observations
Teacher #1

2

3
4

5

Grand Means

11.5
21.5
38.5

4.0
24.5

20.0

4.5

38.0
13.0
20.0
30.0

21.1

12.5
16.5
16.0

35.5
31.5

22.4

16.0
18.0
7.0

3.0
6.5

10.1

3.0
6.5
20.0
8.5
2.0

8.0

11 68
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Table 4 Correlation Between Teachers Pereeivd and Propti,!,,d Vrioritiffs Based

Upon Category System and Percent of Reliability Per Trtactmr.

Correlation BPtween
Perceived and Practiced

Priorities

Reliability of
Observation by

Percent

Teacher #1
)

.5115 78.0

2 .1327 91.1

3
.0482 90.6

h .4589 86.5

5 .1200 86.6

-63-
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CONCLUSION .3:

The following are some tentative conclusions that may be offered

as a result of the findings:

A. Q-sort Findings

1. Of the total of:fifteen respondents, twelve or 80% did, in fact, assign

priorities that differentiated among the five categories. Of this

total, five of the five teachers made this differentiation, four of

the five administrators and three of the five community members.

2. Overall, there was agreement among groups that the most important

categories were "Affective-personal" and "High-cognitive", while the

least important category was "Low-cognitive." This was especially

so for the community members and teachers.

The other two categories, "Tool-skill" and "Affective-interactive"

found little agreement either among groups or within groups. For

instance, if 5.0 is used as a cutoff point, that is to say equal to

or greater than 5.0 signifies "importance" and less than 5.0 signifies

"unimportance ", we find that all the community members and all the ad-

ministrators indicated that "Tool-skill" was "unimportant" while two of

the five teachers fOund the category to be "important."

The category of "Affective-interactive" resulted in an even more

mixed picture. Three of the five community members felt it was

"important", three of the five teachers felt it was "important", and

only one of the five administrators felt it was "important." In fact,

when the grand means per group are examined, one finds that both the

community members and the teachers, as a group, found the category of

"Affective-interactive" to be important while the administrators, as

a grbup, did not.



I ,

3. The above findings lead to the reported correlations listed under

Table 2 which can be interpreted as meruang that, although all three

groups tend, somewhat, to agree in termn of their priorities as

differentiated by the categories, there is less agreement between

teacher:: and administrators than either group with community members.

This finding reflects the differentials, per group, for the categories

of "Low-cognitive" and "Affective-interactive." In each of these

categories, only two of three groups tend to agree. This can be

demonstrated as follows:

--community members and administrators feel "Low- cognitive" is rela-

tively more important than do teachers.

--community members and teachers feel "Affective-interactive" is rela-

tively more important than do administrators.

The fact that when two groups are paired in both cases against a

third, one of those two in both cases is the group of community

members. This explains the correlations wherein the group of com-

munity members tends to agree with both professional groups more than

do the professional groups to each other.

B. Q-sort Findings Compared to Observation Findings.

1. When teachers' stated priorities of instruction, as differentiated by

the categories, were compared to observed priorities of instructions

as a.group no discernible relationship was found (Table 4). The mean

of correlations between stated and practices is .0176, which is not

significantly different from zero. What seems to be occurring is that

teachers were seemingly "Affective" plus "High-cognitive" in the Q-sort

but "Cognitive" and "Tool-skill" in practice. In fact, 78% of the ob-
-65-
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served behaviors were in these categories.

2. In summary, it can be said that although there was a modicum of

agreement among all three groups in the Q-sort, the teachers, as

a group, seem to have found it difficult to actualize their priorities

in their instruction.

-66-
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SCHOOL Of EDUCATION
Department of Educational Psychology

?i

University
III:MPS-II:AD. LONG ISLA NI). NI W YORK 1 1 5'.11

Thank you for the cooperation in helping us conduct part of our study
. Everyone in the district was most hospitable.

I am enclosing a report of the findings. These include:

- -a listing of the items that were included in the Q-sort
entitled "6th Grade Non-Content Objectives."

- -a description of the categories of objeCtives.
--Table 1 - a summary table showing the obtained means for each

parent, teacher, and admiristrator over each category of ob-
jectives and the grand means for each group. Included also
will be a designation, per resoondent, as to whether there was
a significant difference at .05 among means. That is to say,
were the assigned priorities differentiated among the five
categories?

- -Table 2 - a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,
analysis comparing the grand means .per group over the five
categories and the resultant significance level.

- -Table 3 - a sunnary teole showing the obtained mean per teacher
for categories in the O.-sort and frequency of observations per
category.

h - a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,
analysis comparing each teacher's mean per category in the
Q-sort to creh teacher's observed frequency of categories
within the classroom and the resultant significance level.

- -a summary of the stattstical analysis and conclusions thereof.

-67-
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Page
April 21, 1971

Once you have had a chance to examino these'materials, if Lhe dint*ct
wishes, I would be happy to moct with all those who have participated
order to elaborate upon the findl.nes. AL:o, if any participant wishes to\'',,

know specifically his filidings, I will b more than wiling to discuss these
with him privately.

I look forward to meeting with you again. If you have any questions,

please do not hesitate to call.

Cordially yours

Pierre Woos
Administrative and Research Associate
Bureau of Educational Evaluation

tc
Enclosures
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Table 1. Q-Sort Surmary She...et, of ?lean :; by Category of Objective.

Tool-skill
Low-

Ccrmitive

High-
Ccrnitive

Aftective-
Pernorml

Affective-
int.-ractive

Community
1* 3.115 11.05 11.50 6.6o 6.1; o

2* 3.7o 11.25 11.80 5.80. 6.h5

3* 3.15 Le0 5.145 6.8o 5.40
h* 5.35 5.85 5.ho 11.05 h.35

5 11.115 5.10 h.80 6.15 11.50

Grand Means 11.02 11.69 )1.99 5.88 5.112

Teachers
1* 3.80 11.15 6.25 6.95 3.85
2* 3.60 11.30 5.7o 6.15 5.25

3* 11.85 11.05 11.15 5.70 6.25

h* 11.35 11.00 6.00 5.70 11.95

5* 11.85 3.05 5.65 6.15 5.30

Grand Means 11.29 3.91 5.55 6.13 5.12

Administrators
1* 11.15 4.10 5.30 6.15 5.30
2* 11.75 5.7o 6.05 5.30 3.20

3* 11.65 3.8o 11.60 6.7o 5.20 5

4* 3.70 11.85 6.00 6.25 h.2

5* 3.60 5.50 6.65 5.25 h.00

Grand Means 14.17 11.79 5.72 5.93 18.39

*Significant priorities in terms of categories,
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Table 2. Summary Table of Grand Means of Community, Teachers and
Administrators by Category of Objective and Derived
Correlations.

Community Teachers Administrators

Tool-skill 4.02 4.29 4.17
Low-Cognitive 4.69 3.91 4.79
High-Cognitive 4.99 5.55 5.72
Affective-Personal 5.88 6.13 5.93
Affective-Interactive 5.42 5.12 4.39

Obtained Correlations

Community vs. Teachers .8071
Community vs. Administrators .6413
Teachers vs. Administrators .7665
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'rabic 3. Teuche r Q.-n(1Ft

Tool-skill

ob.ter7ation !;nrimary

HirY11-

Cc7nitive

by CattTory of nbj,r.t:v..!.

Aff,:ctive- Affeci.ive-

P(:Fnnnr8.1 IntPrke7t1/2e

Q-sort Means
Teacher #1 3.80 4.15 6.:)5 6.95 3.;!5

2 3.60 4.30 5. TO 6.15

3 .85 11.05 4.15 5.70 6.25
4.35 4.00 6.00 5.70 4.95

5 4.85 3.05 5.65 6.15 5.3u

Grand Means h.29 3.91 5.55 6.13 5.12

Observations
Teacher 111 24.0 15.0 11.0 1.0 0

2 25.0 12.0 12.0 9.0 0

3 17.0 2.0 A.0 13.0 13.0

4 18.0 3.0 5.-0 11:.0 17.0

5 24.0 4.0 16.0 17.0 9.0

Grand Means 21.6 7.2 10.4 11.8 7.8
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Table h. Correlation ii!!tween Tt'acher.; i'erevived

Upon r.at^gory tlystem Per Tr:a.:!tcr.

! ; : i.raeticed Prioritio btlned

Corrlation Petween
Perceived nnd PraeLiced

Priorities

Teacher #1
2 -.6613

3 .6873

4 -.0316

5 .5789

It

p

ii

I
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CONCLUSIONS:

The following are some tentative conclusions that may be offered

as a result of the findings:

1. Of the total of fifteen respondents, fourteen or 93% did,

in fact, assign priorities that differentiated among the

five categories. Evidently, the sample had little diffi-

culty in making these differentiations

2. The reported correlations listed under "Table 2" can be

interpreted as meaning that when all three groups are

compared, taking a pair at a time, the groups all tend to

agree as to the rankings of priorities of educational

objectives, given the five categories. However, the great-

est agreement is to be found between community members and

teachers. This can best be explained as a result of the

higher comparative weighting given by these two groups to the

category of "Affective-interactive."

As a total group, the category of "Affective-personal

was rated highest. In fact, each specific group rated this

category as highest as did three of the five individual

community members, three of the five individual administ-

rators.

3. When one examines what the teachers practice, as measured

by the observations, compared to what the teachers state,

as measured by thea-sort, there is no discernible pattern.

The mean of correlations between stated and practiced is

found to be .03 which is not significantly different from

zero.



4. In summary, it can be said that the perceived priorities

of the community members, teachers and administrators tend

to agree. However, the teachers, as a group, seem to have

found it difficult to actualize their priorities in their

instruction.

-74-
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Thank you for the cooperation in helping us conduct part of our study
Everyone in the district was most hospitable.

I am enclOsing a report of the findings. These include:

- -a listing of the items that were included in the Q-sort
entitled "6th Grade Von-Content Objectives."

--a description of the categories of objectives.
--Table 1 - a summary tabla showing the obtained means for each
parent, teacher, and administrator over each category of ob-
jectives and the grand :Weans' for each group. Included also
will be a designation, per respondent, as to whether there was
a significant difference at .05 among means. That is to say,

were the assigned priorities differentiated among the five
categories?

- -Table 2 - a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,

analysis comparing the grand means per group over the five
. categories and the rtsultant significance level.
--Table 3 - a summary table showing the obtained mean per teacher
for categories in the Q-cort and frequency of observations per
category.

- -Table 4 - a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,
analysis comparing each teacher's mean per category in the
Q-sort to each teacher's observed frequency of categories
within the classroom and the resultant significance level. -

A reliability index for each teacher between observers is alp°
reported. This reliability index is given in terms of percent
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April 20, 1971

of agreement between the observers.
--a summary of the statistical nna]ysiz and conclusions thereof.

Once you have had a chance to examine these materials, if the district
wishes, I would be happy to meet with all those who have participated in
order to elaborate upon the findings.. Also, if any participant wishes to
know specifically his findings, I will be more than willing to discuss these
with him privately.

I look forward to meeting with you again. If you have any questions,

please do not hesitate to call.

tc
Enclosures

Cordially yours

Pierre 'Moog
Administrative and Research Associate
Bureau of Educational Evaluation
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Table 1. Q-Sort Summary Sheet of. Means by category of Objective.
Low- High- Affective-

Tool-skill Cognitive Cormitive Personal

Affective-
Interactive

Community
1* 4.95 1.80 3.75 5.75 5.75
2* 5.40 3.85 3.95 5.85 5.95
3* 4.85 4.30 3.80 5.85 6.20
4* 4.15 5.15 5.85 5.7o 4.15
5* 4.20 4.05 4.95 6.55 5.25

Grand Means 4.71 4.43 4.46 5.94 5.46

Teachers

1* 5.25 3.55 5.15 6.25 h.80

2* 4.35 4.45 5.90 5.55 4.75

3* 5.80 4.00 5.50 5.35 4.35

1; 5.2o 5.2o 5.3o 5.05 4.25

5* 5.7o 3.60 4.75 5.30 5.65

Grand Means 5.26 4.16 5.32 5.50 4.76

Administrators
1 5.40 . 4.65 5.25 5.6o 4.10

2 5.05 4.75 5.6o 5.30 11.30

3* 3.10 4.40 6.3o 6.35 4.85
4 3.75 5.25 5.55 5.30 5.15

5* 4.55 3.45 5.90 6.25 4.85

Grand Means 4.37 4.5o 5.72 5.76 4.65

*Significant priorities made in terms of categories.
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Table 2. Summary Table of Grand Means of Community, Teachers and
fs&rainistrators by Category of Objective and Derived

Correlations

Community Teachers Adminintrators

Tool-skill 14.71 5.26 4.37
Lo-cognitive 11.1 +3 h.16 4.50
High-cognitive 11.1E6 5.32 5.72
Affective-personal 5911 5.50 5.76
Affective-interactive 5.116 4.76 11.65

Obtained Correlations

Community vs. Teachers .405
Community vs. Administrators .345
Teachers vs. Administrators .6110
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Table 3. Teacher Q-Sort and Obeervation : ;unary Sheet by Category of Objective.

High- Affective- Affective-
Tool-ski:1 Co..nitive Interrictive

Qsort Means

_PersonLA

Teacher #1 5.25 3.55 5.15 6.25 4.80
2 4.35 h.h5 5.9U 5.55 4.75
3 5.80 4.00 5.50 5.35 4.35

5.20 5.20 5.30 5.05 4.25
5 5.70 3.60 4.75 5.30 5.65

Grand Keens 5.26 4.16 5.32 5.50 4.76

Observations
Teacher 11i 23.5 7.0 10.5 13.5 3.5

2* 10.0 16.5 14.5 9.0 9.0
3 12.0 9.5 9.0 3.5 0
4* 3.0 29.5 6.0 0 7.0
5 17.5 19.5 16.0 4.0 6.0

Grand Means 13.2 16.4 11.2 6.0 5.5

*Only one observer's results were used in the first of the two observation
periods.
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Table 4. Correlation Between Teachers Perceived and Practiced Priorities
Based Upon Category System and Percent of Reliability Per
Teacher.

Correlation Between Reliability of
Perceived and Practiced Observation by

Priorities Percent

Teacher #1 .453 76.9
2 .018 68.6*
3 .380 70.0
4 .152 88.0*
5 -.546 77.2

*Based upon the results of the second of the two observation periods.
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COUCLUSIONS

The following are some tentative conclusions that may be offered
as a result of-the findings:

A. Q-sort Findings

1. Of the total of fifteen respondents, ten or 67% did, in fact, assign

priorities that differentiated among the five categories.

2. The community members, as a group, assigned priorities that dif-

ferentiated better among the five categories than either the teach-
.

ers or administrators.

3. Overall, there was agreement among groups that the least import-

ant category was "Low-cognitive", while the category of "Affect-

ive-personal was most important.

h. As a group, the community certainly gave highest priority to both

Affective categories, while on the other hand, both the adminis-

trators and teachers were of the opinion that the categories

of "Affective-personal" and "High-cognitive" were of highest

priority. The category of "Tool-skill" was found to be import-

ant, comparatively speaking, only for the teachers as a group.

These findings are reflected in the obtained correlations among

the groups. Although there is some indication of agreement between

each pair of groups when all are compared, the greatest agreement is

found between the teachers and the administrators with neither group

showing any particular amount of agreement with the community. This

finding is most interesting when one considers that of all three

groups the community was the most able to differentiate among the

categories.
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B. Q-sort Findinrrs Comnared to Observation Findinprs

1. Table 4 indicates that those priorities that the teachers

differentiated among the five categories were not reflected

in the classroom in any discernible pattern. Based upon

the observations, as a group the teachers seemed to prompt

many more behaviors on the part of the children that were

within the categories of "Tool-skill" and "Low-cognitive"

while as a group their Q-sort results indicated the categor-

ies of "Affective-personal" and "High-cognitive" as being

most important.

2. In summary, it can be said that the teachers seem to have found

it difficult to actualize their perceived priorities in their

instruction.
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Thank you for the cooperation in helping us conduct part of our study.
Everyone in the district was most hospitable.

I am enclosing a report of the. findings. These include:

--a listing of the items that were included in the Q-sort
entitled "6th Grade Non-Content Objectives".

- - a description of the categories of objectives.

- -Table 1 - a summary table showing the obtained means for each
parent, teacher, and administrator over each category of ob-
jectives and the grand means for each group. Included also,
will be a designation, per respondent, as to whether there was
a significant difference at .05 among means. That is to say,
were the assigned priorities differentiated among the five
categories?

--Table 2 - a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,
analysis comparing the grand means per group over the five
categories and the resultant significance level.

- -Table 3 - a summary table showing the obtained mean per teacher
for categories in the Q-sort and the frequency of observations
per category.

- -Table 4 - a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,

analysis comparing each teacher's mean per category in the
Q-sort to each teacher's observed frequency of categories
within the classroom and the resultant significance level.
A reliability index for each teacher between observers is also
reported. This reliability index is given in terms of percent
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1 Page 2

of agreement between the two observers.

--a summary of the statistical analysis and conclusions thereof.

Once you have had a chance to examine these materials, if the
district wishes, I would be happy to m,Jet with all tho:le who hale
participated in order to elaborate upon the findings. Also, if any
participant wishes to know specifically his findings, I will be
more than willing to discuss these with him privately.

I look forward to meeting with you again. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to call.

hs

Enclosures

i

-814-
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Cordially yours

Pierre blood;

Administrative and Research Associate
Bureau of Educational Evaluation



Table 1. Q-Sort Summary Sheet of Means by Category of Objective.

Tool-skill
Low

Cormitive

High-
Cornitive

Affective-
Personnl

.%ffective

Tntcr:ctive

Community
1* 5.45 4.95 5.95 4.70 3.95
2* 5.7o 4.55 5.65 5.8o 3.30

3Y 5.55 4.60 1.95 5.6o 4.30

h* 5.20 5.00 3.75 5.25 5.80

5* 5.65 4.65 3.15 5.65 5.90

Grand Means 5.51 4.75 5.64 5.40 11.65

Teachers
1 5.65 4.05 5.25 5.15 4.90

2* 4.45 3.35 4.7o 6.35 6.15

3 5.00 4.05 5.7o 4.90 5.35
h* 4.45 3.85 5.7o 5.90 5.10

5* 4.15 4.25 5.10 6.00 5.50

Grand Means 4.74 3.91 5.29 5.66 5.40

Administrators
1* 5.45 3.35 4.45 6.25 5.5o
2* 3.60 5.4o 6.00 5.75 4.25
3* 3.95 4.85 6.75 5.3o 4.15

4 5.05 4.45 5.5o 5.45 4.55

5* 4.30 4.05 5.95 5.75 4.95

Grand Means 4.47 h.h2 5.73 5.7o 4.08

*Significant priorities in terms of categories.
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Table 2. Summary Table of Grand Ieans of Community, Teachers and Administrators
by Category of Objective and Derived Correlations.

Community Teachers Adrinistrator::.

Tool-skill 5.51 4.74 4.47
Low-coEnitive /4.75 3.91 4.42
High-coc:itive 5.64 5.29 5.73
Affective-personal 5.140 5.66 5.70
Affective-interactive 4.65 5.40 4.08

Obtained correlations

Community vs. Teachers- .354
Community vs. Administrators .745
Teachers vs. Administrators .498
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. Table 3. Teacher Q-2ort and observation Stur...-.ary Sheet by Category of 0b6cetiv.

I

} I

1

I1

11

Too1 4kill

Q-sort Means
Teacher#1 5.65

2 1 :.45

3 5.00
h 4.45
5 4.15

Grand. Means 14.711

Low High Affective Affective
Cognitive Cognitive Person%1 Intemctive

4.05 5.25 5.15 11.90

3.35 4.70 6.35 6.15
1+.05 5.70 4.90 5.35
3.85 5.70 5.90 5.10
4.25 5.10 6.00 5.50

3.91 5.29 5.66 5.1+0

Observations-
average # frequen-
cies over two
observations.
Teacher #1 26.5

2 16.5
3 22.5
14 18.0
5 5.0

Grand Means 17.7

16.5 16.o 3.5 1.5
22.0 18.o 10.5 h.5
7.5 7.5 3.5 0.0
6.o 15.5 10.5 4.0
13.0 39.5 15.0 0.0

13.0 19.3 8.6 2.0
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Table 1. Correlation Between Teachers Perceived and practiced Priorities 11,:u:ed

Upon Category System and Percent of heliLbility Per Teacher.

Correlation Eetween Reliability of
Perceived and Practiced ObL7ci.v:1tion by

Prioritis Percnt

Teacher #1 .21x1 88
2 .915 85
3 .105 90
It .190 90
5 .102 85
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CONCL1.12J.C1;::

The following are :'.one tentative conclusions thnt may be Cif fired

as a result of the .finclings:

A. Q-sort 7:indings

1. Of the total of fifteen respondents, eleven or 735 did, in fact,

assign prioritios that differentiated among the five ettegoris.

2. Overall, there was agreement among groups that the least importent

category was "Low-cognitive", while both categories of "Ili Eh-

cognitive" and "Affective-person-al" were agreed upon as being

important. The other two cateGories, "Tool-skill" and "Affect-

ive-interactive" found little agreement as groups. For in-

stance, if 5.0 is used as a cut-off point, that is to say over

5.0 signifies "importance" and less than 5.0 signifies unimport-

ance ", we find that all the community responcknts indicated that

"Tool-skill" was "i-Aziortent" , while more than half of the

teachers and administrators felt that "Tool - skill" was "unimport-

tant". In the instance of "Affective-intera.ctive", the same

mixed pattern emerges with a shift of groups. As a group,teachers

felt this was an "important" category, grand means 5.4, while

both the community, grand mean 11.65, and the administrators,

grand mean 11.08, felt this category was "unimportant ".

3. The above findings lead to the reported correlations listed under

"Table 2" which can be interpreted as meaning that, although all

three groups tend. to agree in terms of their priorities as dif-

ferentiated by the categories, there is higher agreement between

-89



community members and administrators than either group with the

teachers.

B. wort Pindinrs Compnred to Observation Findings.

1. Table 4 indicates that those prioritiez that the teachers dir-

femntiatcd among the five categories were not reflected in the

classroom in anydiscernible pattern. Overall, the teachers'

practice seems to range from either being unrelated to their

perceived priorities to being somewhat in the opposite direction.

2. If one compares the teachers' Q-sort results to that of the

community, the resultant correlation is .354 (see Table 2)

which tends to show minimal agreement. However, if one com-

pares the teachers' observed behavior given the five cate-

gories, to that of the community Q-results the resultant co-

relation is .727.

If one follows the same procedure between the teachers'

Q- results, the correlation is .498 (see Table 2) while the co-

relation between the teachers' dbserved behavior and the adminis-

trators' Q-result is .3939.

3. In summary, it can be said that on the basis of perceivedpri-

orities as differentiated by the categories, there is some lack

of agreement between the teachers and the other two groups.

However, when one examines not what the teachers perceive but

practice, there is a high degree of agreement between the

teachers and the community but not so between the teachers and

the administrator::.

The most constructive path to agreement among all groups

would seem to be some dialogue relating to the "Affective-

F6



interactive" category which the teachers perceive as important but

do not seem to implement. At the same time, a c)arificuticn as

to the impertence of "Tool-skill" category is necessary. Both

teLchers and administrators do not rank this category as a high

priority in the 0.-sort, while the cormnnity However, in

practice, the teachers do !,trev-s tube Nategory.

Obviously, any interpretation from these findings tends to

ti

become rather complicated. it would seem that a thorough

discussion realted to the finding:. cou'd be most beneficial.
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Thank you for the cooperation in helping us conduct part of our study.
Everyone in the district was most hospitable.

I am enclosing a report of the findings. These include:

--a list of the items that were included in the Q-sort
entitled "6th Grade lion-Content Objectives."

--a description of the categories of objectives.
--Table 1 - a summary table showing the obtained means for each
parent, teacher, and administrator over each category of ob-
jectives and the grand means for each group. Included also,
will be a designation, per respendent, as to whether there was
a significant difference at .05 among means. That is to say,
were the assigned pri.or.ties differenciated among the five
categories?

--Table 2 -.a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,
analysis comparing the grand means per group over the five
categories and the result significance level.

--Table 3 - a summary table showing the obtained mean per teacher
for categories in the Q-sort and frequency of observations per
category.

--Table 4 - a statistical, Pearson Product Moment Correlation,

analysis cour2aring each teacher's mean per category in the
Q-sort to each teacher's observed frequency of categories
within the classroom and the resultant significance level.
A reliability index for each teacher between observers is also
reported. This reliability index is given in terms of percent
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Page 2
April 26, 1972

of agreement between the two observor:,,.

--a summary of the statistical analysis and conclusions thereof.

Once you have had a chance to examine these materials, if the district
wishes, If Would be happy to meet with all those who have participated in
order to elaborate upon the finfangs. Also, if :lay participant wishes to
know specifically his findincq, I will be more than willing to discLtss these
with him privately.

I look forward to meeting with you again. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to call.

hs
Enclosures

Cordially yours

Pierre Woog
Administrative and Research-Associate
Bureau of Erlucational Evaluation



It Table 1. Q-Sort Summary Sheet of Means by Category of Objective.

Tool-skill
Low-

C,.unitive

Bich

Cognitive
Affective
Personal.

Affective
Interactive

Community
1* 5.65 5.35 5.55 5.10 3.35
2* 4.85 5.70 5.80 4.7o 3.95
3 5.35 4.45 4.45 4.95 5.80
14 4.60 5.25 5.00 5.35 14.80
5* 5.70, 4.35 4.30 6.00 4.65

Grand Means 5.23 5.02 5.02 5.22 4.51

Teachers
1* 3.85 14.140 6.140 6.30
2* 4.55 3.60 5.30 6.8o 4.75
3* 2.h5 4.10 5.90 6.35 5.70
4* 4.45 4.25 5.30 6.35 5.22
5* 4.10 4.60 4.50 6.145 5.35

Grand Means 3.88 4.19 5.118 6.45 5.01

Administrators
1* 4.25 4.65 6.40 5.95 3.75
2* 5.10 4.05 4.95 5.85 5.05
3* 4.55 4.65 6.45 5.'05 14.30
4* 5:15 4.75 6.25 5.35 3.50
5* 3.50 3.70 6.95 5.70 5.15

Grand Means 4.51 4.36 6.20 5.58 4.35

* Significant priorities in terms of categories made.
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Table 2. Summary Table of Grand Means of Community, Teachers and
Administrators by Category of Objective and Derived
Correlations.

Administrators

0

Tool-skill
Low-Cognitive
High-cognitive
Affective-personal
Affective-interactive

5.23
5.02
5.02
5.22
4.51

3.88
4.19
5.48
6.14 5

5.01

14.51

4:36

6.20

5.58
4.35

11;1

Obtained Correlations

Community vs. Teachers .041
Community vs. Administrators .349
Leachers vs. Administrators .713
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Table 3. Teacher Q-sort and Observation Summary Sheet by Category of Objective.
Low High. Affective Affective

Tool-skill Cognitive Cognitive Personal Interactive

Q-sort Means
Teacher 1/1 3.85 4.4o 6.140 6.30 4.05

2 4.55 3.60 5.30 6.8o 4.75
3 2.45., 4.10 5.90 6.35 5.7o
4 4.45 4.25 5.3o 6.35 5.22

5 4.10 4.6o 4.5o 6.45 5.35

Grand Means 3.88 4.19 5.)48 6.)15 5.01

Observations
Teacher #1 70.0 15.5 4.0 10.0 12.0

2 17.0 2.0 5.5 21.5 3.0.5
3 41.0 23.5 13.5 15.o 17.5
4 5.o 16.0 21.0 14.0 31 +.5

5 10.0 53.5 43.o 5.0 7.5

Grand Means 28.6 22.1 17.4 13.1 16.4



Table h. Correlation Between Teachers Perceived and Practiced
Priorities Based:Upon Category System and Percent
Reliability Pr Teacher.

Correlation Between Reliability
Perceived and Practiced of Observation

Priorities by Percent'

Teacher #1 -.622 82
2 .721 91
3 -.967 .82
It .214 82
5 -.h99 a
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COUCLUSIONS

41/11f6

The follow' re some tentr.tive conclusions that may be offered
as a result of findings:

1. Of the total of fifteen respondents, twelve or fW did, in
fact, assign priorities that differentiated among the five
categories. If we assume that as a result of chance, one-
half or 7.5 of the group would have dif:Terentiated, given
the five categories, then our obtained number, or 12. , is
significant. This is to say that the total group of fifteen
was able to assign priorities in the a-sort as differentiated
among the theoretical categories. Although, as a group,
these priorities were made, it is interesting to note per
group that all the teachers did, four of the five administra-
tors did, and three of the five community members did. This
leads to the second conclusion.

2. Of the threp groups, the community seemed to have the most
difficulty assigning priorities that differentiated among
the five categories. This fact is reflected in the vari-
ability within each category and the absence of a dominant
priority for the group. On the other hand, both teachers and
administrators made more definite choices wherein the "High -!
cognitive" category and the "Affective-personal" category
were given top priority by the groups, although the order
was reversed for each group. In addition, it is interesting
to note .hat the category cf "Tool-skill" was ranked lowest
for both administrators and teachers while it was ranked as
highest, relatively for the community.

3. Based upon the above observation, it comes as no surprise that
teachers and administrators tend to agree overall as to the
priorities of instruction as assigned to the five categories
while neither group agrees significantly with the members
of the community.

h. When teachers' stated priorities of instruction were com-
pared to observed priorlties of instruction, no relationship
was found. The mean of correlations between stated and prac-
tices is found to be -.21, which is not significantly differ-
ent from zero.

5. In summary, it can be said that the perceived priorities of
the, professional staff seem to agree. However, the teachers
seem to have found it.difficult to actualize their priorities
in their instruction.
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